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land after will cost absolutely nothing.
The renovation of old orchards and
the planting of new trees must be modi-

In
a great deal by the locality.
many parts of the western states the root
gall has gained an entrance into the orthe soil around
lost chards and has infected
new trees are planted
before the old trees. If
in these places the galls will have formplanter. ed
before the tree is two years of age,
and will quickly destroy it. In a case
of this kind, either the old orchard trees
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Cement sidewalks made in i3 ;ind
24 inch squares for $1.25 per square
yard. Cement steps made to order. lUUf. Ûirtt fV UC1 IVO 4 νυκ uvv|/v
South Paris, Maine.
there is less danger from deeper cultiva«
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Nuggets
Rocky MountainforTea
Β

k Busy Modiolus
say People.
Brians QjlJoa Health and Renewed Vigor.
A vieille for Conciliation, ΙηΊίκ'θβϋοη. Live
nn«l KkIu.'v Troubles. Pimp!»*» Eczema. Iuipur«
Til· »!. Ba 1 Breath. Slujicish Bowels, Heariacht?
»o»l Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tab·
G.-nuin« iiiudo by
t
form. 3T« cents a bos.
liou isTEU Dure» Company, Miulisou, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE

Homo Laundry.
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Shirt Waists and Skirts a Specialty.
Work done in the best manner.
34 Hill Strtet,
South Paris.
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Wood the
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Bryant's Pond, Me.
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All suckers between the rows
tion.
should be destroyed as fast as they
to
appear. No crops can be expected
the land is kept
pay for growing unless
sufficiently fertile. An application of
fertilizer rich in potash and phosphoric
acid should be made annually. Perhaps
there is no better time than in the fall
before the ground freezes up for the
winter. It is my practice to mulch the
berry patches with any waste rubbish
from the garden, as potato aud tomato
viues, cornstalks uot needed elsewhere,
indeed auvthing that will help keep the
ground moist. Unless the canes are tied
stakes a mulch is
up to the wire or to
often needed to keep the fruit clean as
its weight brings it down near the earth.
As to varieties, 1 know of no blackberry
that I can recommend as superior to the
Suyder for New England planting. I
have tried several other kinds but without finding its equal for the home garden or a near market. It is very prolific, of good quality and the hardiest of
all. I have grown it thirty years without losing a single crop by winter killiug, while some varieties never weut
through a winter unharmed. Of raspberries the C'uthbcrt is called the best.
The Columbia, a hybrid between the
red and a blackcap, is new to me but is
quite promising. It is a good bearer of
berries that some admire while others
object to the color. It never spreads
from the roots as do the reds, but is
easily multiplied by rooting at the tips,
in windy weather it may be necessary to
to
pin the ends of the uew growth down A
the ground to hold them in place.
plantation of blackberries may last a
good many years. I know of one that
was set out more than 25 years ago that
is still healthy and productive. Pew
insects trouble this fruit, but my raspberries were so badly infested last year
with a gall growth on the stalks that I
had to dig out and burn most of the
stock and set out in a new spot.
Different members of a family do not
always fancy the same fruit which is
one reason why a good variety should be
planted. Some who are not partial to a
variety at the time of picking always
give it a welcome in winter when cooked and preserved. The raspberry it
always in demand to go with currants in
canning time to give the jam or jelly a
I prefer the juicet
more pleasing flavor.
of these fruits separated from the seeds,

trespassing on the premises of Colun ιbia Parris

ing

by dumping

refuse

or

stones from the stone walls.

tal [.

NOTICE.

All bill· contracted agalaat the town of Pa:
1
on the highway, either labor or material.
for payment on or before Uw 1 «ι
want
day or every month.
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Lestrnde began to laugh.
"You are too many for me when yon
be?! η to get on your theories, Mr.
"How does this
Holmes," said he.
tear on the case?"
"Well, it corroborates the young
man's story to the extent that the will
was drawn up by Jonas Oldncre in his
iourney yesterday. It is curious. Is It
uot. that a man should draw up so important a document in so haphazard a
fashion. It suggests that he did not
think it was going to be of much practical importance. If a man drew up a
will which he did not intend ever to be
effective he might do it so."
"Well, he drew up his own death
warrant at the same time." said Le·

"The will was duly finished, signed
iiinl witnessed by iny clerk. This Is it
on the blue paper, and these slips, ns I
have explained, are tbe rough draft. Mr.
Jonas Oldacre then informed ine that
there were a number of documents—
building leases, title deeds, mortgages,
scrip, aud so forth—which it was necessary that I should see and understand. He said that his mind would
not be easy until tbe whole thing was
rettled, and be begged me to come out
Pj his house at Norwood that night,
bringing the will with me, and to ar'Rememl>er, my boy,
range matters.
not one word to your parents about
the affair until everything is settled.
We will keep It as a little surprise for
them.'
He was very insistent upon
this point and made me promise it

strade.

"Oh, you think so?"
"l>ou't you?"
"Well, It Is quite possible, but the
case is not cluar to me yet."
"Not clear? Well, if that isn't cleai
what could Ik* clear? Here is a young
man who learns suddenly that if a certain older man dies lie will succeed to
a fortune. What does lie do? lie says
nothing to any one, but he arranges

faithfully.

"You can imagine. Mr. Holmes, that
I w us not in a humor to refuse him
that he might ask. He was

anything

was
my benefactor, and all my desire
to carry out his wishes in every particular. I seut a telegram home, therefore, to say that I had important business 011 hand and that it was Impossible for me to say how late I might be.
Mr. Oldacre had told me that he would
}Ike me to have supper with him at D,
es he might not be home before that
hour. 1 had some difficulty in dialing
his house, however, and it was nearly
half past before I reached it. I found

that lie shall go out on some pretext
to see his client that night. Ile waits
until the only other person In the house
is in bed, and then in the solitude of
the man's room he murders him, burns
his body in the wood pile ami departs
The blood
to a neighboring hotel.

help
fellow, I don't think you
There Is no prospect of danger, or
shoul.l not die;m of stirring oat withcan

him"—

thrown himself upon my protection.
It was late when my friend returned,
ami I could see by a glance at his haggard and anxiws face that the high
hopes with which he had girted had
not been fulfilled. For an hour he
droned away upon his violin, endee
lug to soothe hie own milled spirits. At
lust he Hung down the instrument and

plunged

very quickly
mcnted Oldacre was a pretty considerable blackguard. The father was
awav in search of his son. The mother
was at liome-a little, fluffy, blue eyed
person, in a tremor of fear amHndiguation. Of course she would not admit
even the possibility of his guilt. But
she would not express either surprise
η
or regret over the fate of Oldaue.
the contrary, she spoke of him with
such bitterness that she was uncon-

Bclouslv considerably strengthening the

of the police, for. of course, if her
had heard her speak of the man in
this fashion It would predispose him
toward hatred and violence, 'lie was
nioro like a malignant and running ape
than a human being.' said she. 'and he

case
son

always

was, ever since he was a young
man.'
··
'You knew him at that time? said I.
"•Yes. I knew him well; in fact, he
was an old suitor of mine. Thank heaven that I had the sense to turn away
from him and to marry a better if
poorer, man. I was engaged to h m,
Mr Ilolmee, when I heard a shocking
story of how he bad turned a cat loose
lu an aviary, and I was so horrified at
his brutal cruelty that 1 would have
nothing more to do with him.' She rummaged in a bureau, and presently she
produced a photograph of a woman
shamefully defaced and mutilated with
...

TOOK

"HE

OUT

Λ

MASS OF DOCUMENTS,
OVElt TOO ETIIEU."

*

"It strikes me, my good Lestrade, as
a trifle too obvious," said
Holmes. "You do not add imagination
to your other great qualities, but if
you could for one moment put yourself in the place of this young man
would you choose the very night alter
the will had been made to commit youi
crime? Would It uo.t seem dangerous
to you to make no very close a relation
Again,
between the two incidentsV
would you choose an occasion when
the
house,
in
be
you are known to
when a servant has let you in? And.
(1 mi 11 y, would you take the great pains
to conceal the body and yet leave your
own stick as a sign that you were the
criminal? Confess, Lestrade, that ull

being Just

,m«
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The binders rattle on and the men
skirmish behind while there is light by I wUh
which to work. No wasting daylight
with twelve or fifteen or twenty thou·
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Profitable Cattle.
Good cattle always sell for more
relatively than poor ones. Nelson Morris thus explains the matter: "The
prices for cattle now tell the story of
what good blood will do in making

profitable cattle, the beat cattle selling
at or above 16 and the thousands of
little cattle that have to sell around
13.50 to 13.75, showing what the lack
of breeding and careful feeding does,
Our farmers need to raise cattle of
better blood, and that will mean to
tbem that fewer in number will bring
the same profita, with leaa feed and
better demand at market·."
Do not work the boya too hard, and
be careful of their aaaooiatea; encourage

confidence.

Mr. McFar-

wretched young man arose

remained.

hypothesis and (several points
which would make against It. 1 gave
It up at last, and off I went to Norwood.
"This place, Deep Dene House, la a
big modern villa of staring brick standing back in its own grounds, with α
laurel clumped lawn in front of It. To
the right and some distance back from
the road was the timber yard which
had been the scene of the lire. Here's
a rough plan on a leaf of my notebook.
This window on the left Is the one
which opens into Oldacre's room. You
can look into it from the road, you see.
That is ubout the ouly bit of consolation I have had today. Lestrade was
not there, but his head constable did
the honors.
They had Just found a
great treasure trove. They bad spent
the morning raking among the ashes
of the burned wood pile, and besides
the charred organic remains they had
secured several discolored metal disks.
I examined them with care, and tbero

our

obvious?"

^λ~*·3γ,£
taMml-

WENT

truces of the method ot his death,
traces which for some reason must
Is not all this
have point til to him.

u,.«»

«•hi

WE

imagined his crime to be η
bloodless one and hoped that If the
body were consumed It would hide all

ÎS

U., ..,n.P

WIIICII

that l:e

••One moment," said Holmes. "Who
opened the door ι
.•Λ middle aged woman. who was, ^
S'liv.iose, his housekeeper.
II mw Aft 1 I'vo-mno. wbo

„oue up once or
the gentleman farmer who owns these
remarkable o*plaoafields may be on the ranch in the busy
days, but she is more likely to be sum- 11
"Not until 1 bavo b·*" "> B,0<*·
mering at a watering place. If she is on
the farm at all, she is trying to keep
mena t. No^ood.» «M I**
cool on the piazza. The gentleman
farmer himself, dressed in outing clothes
I
of London cut, is driving from gang to
Oh, vee·
yes. no doubt that Is what
over the foreman
gang, keeping watch
iioUncs, with
must have mew
or stopping now and then to pluck an
u>strade had
of his bis en.gmatlca
ear and sample the condition
lenceB than he
kuows soils and learned b}
Ho
fields.
ripening
tlmt that
fertilizers with the exact knowledge of
loss
a savant, and he reckons profit and
on his season's work by the tens of

sand acres to be harvested in a fortnight.
When they quit at last, the mice and
gophers and all other people of the
ground are going to bed in theis wreckage
a brown
of their homes, and there
in the sea of gold.—Will Irwin in

'Neither my son nor I want anyfrom Jonas Oldacre, dead or
alive!' she cried, with a proper spirit.
•There is a God in heaven, Mr. Holmes,
and that same God who has punished
that wicked man will show in his own
good time that my son's hands are
guiltless of his blood.'
"Well, I tried one or two leads, but
could get at nothing which would help
"

th'ng

Copyright by tuilier'» Weekly.

iiiis is very unlikely."
-As to the stick. Mr. Hoiuies, you
know as well as I do that a criminal
is often flurried and does such things,
which a cool man would avoid, lie
was very likely afraid to go back to
the room. Give me another theory that

was no doubt that they were trouser
buttons. I even distinguished that one
of them was marked with the name of
Hyams, who was Oldacre's tailor. I
then worked the lawn very carefully
for sign* and traces, but tills drought
has made everything as hard as Iron.
Nothing was to be seen save that some
body or bundle had been dragged
through a low privet hedge which Is in
a line with the wood pile. All that, of

would lit the facts."
"I could very easily give you half a
dozen," said Holmes. "Here, for example, Is α very possible and even
probable one. I make you a free presThe older man is showing
ent of It.
documents which are of evident value.
A passing tramp sees them through the
window, the blind of which Is only half
Enter the
Exit the solicitor.
down.
lie seizes it stick, which he
tramp,
observes there, kills Oldacre and de

ilts in with the official theory.
crawled about the lawn with tin
August sun on my back, but I got up
at the end of an hour no wiser than
course,

I

before.

"Well, after this fiasco I went Into
the bedroom and examined that also.
The blood stains were very slight, mere
and dlscolorations, but unsmears
doubtedly fresh. The stick had been
removed, but there also the marks
There is uo-doubt about
were slight.
the stick belonging to our client. Ile
Footmarks of both men
admits It
could be made out on the carpet, but
none of any third person, which again
They
Is a trick for the other side.
were piling up their score all the time,
and we were at a standstill.
"Only one little gleam of hope did I

parts after burning the body."
the
"Why should the tramp burn
body ?"
For the matter of that, why should
McFarlane?"
"To hide some evidence."
"Possibly the tramp wanted to hide
that any murder at all had been committed."
"And why did the tramp take noth-

lug?"

"Because they were papers that he
could not negotiate."
Lestrade shook his bead, though it
seemed to mo that his manner was
less absolutely assured than before.
"Well, Mr. Sherlock Holmes, you
and while
may look for your tramp,
we will hold on to
you are finding him
The future will show which
our man.
Just notice this point, Mr.
is

right
Holmes—that

get, and yet It amounted to nothing.
I examined the contents of the safe,

m03t of which had been taken out and
loft on the table. The papers had been
mri'V up Into sealed envelopes, one or

Bad Blood

far as we know none
of the papers were removed and that
the prisoner Is the one man In the
world who had no reason for removing
and
them, since he was heir at law
would come Into them in any case."
friend seemed struck by this reso

Is
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one or
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mark.
"I don't mean to deny that the evidence is in some ways very strongly in
favor of your theory," said he. "I only
wish to point out that there are other
theories possible. As you say, the fuI
Good morning!
ture will decide.
dare say that In the course of the day
I shall drop In at Norwood and see how

you are getting on."
When the detective departed my
friend rose and made his preparations
for the day's work with the alert air I
of a man who has a congenial task be-

fore hinl·

responsible

for most of

the diseases and ailments of
the human system, it seriously affects every organ
andfunction, causes catarrh,
dyspepsia, rheumatism,
weak, tired, languid feelings
and worse troubles. Take

My

^

two of which had been opened by the
They were not. so far as I
eould judge, of any great value, nor
did the bank book show that Mr. Oldacre was In such very affluent circumstances. But It seemed to me that ail
There
the papers were not there.

police.

were allusions to some deeds—possibly
the more valuable—which I could uôt
find. Tills, of course. If we could deflnltely prove it would turn Lestrade'e
argument against himself, for who

would steal a thing if he knew that he
would shortly inherit it?
"Finally, having drawn every other
cover and picked up no scent, I tried
my luck with the housekeeper. Mrs.

Lexington is her name—a little, dark,
silent person, with suspicious and sidelong eyes. She could tell us something
if she would. I am convinced of It
Bui she was as close as wax. Yes, she
had let Mr. McFarlane In at half past
ϋ. She wished her hand had withered
before she had done so. She had £one
to bed at half past 10. Her room was
at the other end of the house and she

could hear notklng of what passed.
Mr. McFarlane had left his hat and, to
the best of her belief, his stick in the
hall. She had been awakened by the
alarm of lire, lier poor, dear master
had certainly been murdered. Had he
Weil, every man had
any enemies?
enemies, but Mr. Oldacre kept himself
very much to himself and only met
In the way of business. She had

people

One of the Best Yet
Sixty-third Fair of the Oxford County
Agricultural Society.
All the Stalls Filled with Fine Oxford
Seconds

Gloom marked the face of nature, and
caat a deep shadow over the faces of
fair managers early last week. AU day
Monday it poured. The roads were I
ribbons of mad; the cattle on a thousand
not bo
or less of the Oxford hills could
to the fair to take part in the first
members
ay's events; the busy grange
were unable to bring in their product*
and arrange them; although the hor> es

Sot

the track held about all
absorb; and even the
jovial fakirs, with their tents pitched
and the frames of their booths half built,
wero a moist and bedraggled lot.
when the trustees of the Oxford

hand,

were on

the

water

So,

County

it would

Agricultural Societyofmet

I

'

at the

Tuesday,
the morning
which should have been the first day of
the county fair, they decided to set the I
fair ahead one day, and word was im-1
mediately sent out that Wednesday

gronnds

I

Hood'sSarsaparilla

which purifies and enriches
the blood as nothing else can
For tndoosUi at rtmarfcaM· am
Mod lor Book oath· Hood, No. 3.

C. L Hood Co., Low·!, Mm

the buttons and was sure that
they belonged to the clothes which he
hud worn Inst night. The wood pile
was very dry, for It had not rained
It burned like tinder,
for a month.
and by the time she reached the spot
nothing could be seen but flames. She
aud all the firemen smelled the burned flesh from Inside It She knew
nothing of the papers nor of Mr. Oldseen

he clinched his tliln hands In a parIt's all
oxysm of conviction—"I know
wrong. I feel It in my bones. There
Is something that has not come out,
and that housekeeper knows It. There
was a sort of sulky defiance In her
eyes which only goes with guilty
knowledge. However, there's no good
talking any more about It, Watson.

on

would be the first day.

course was

band.
for it,
If things could have been ready
have been
Tuesday, as it proved, would fair.
The I
a very good day to open the
'
track was in fair condition and the

weather

mild though threatening.
one of busy prep-1
<

was

County Cattle.—Three

Clipped from Track Record.—A Great Show.

Any other
hardly practicable. Nothing
and
was ready, nothing could be ready,
to
though the sun had made attempt*
futile,
struggle through, they had been the j
and the pall of clouds enveloped
wrong. All my instincts are one way,
All day it continued, warm aud
earth.
I
and
the
other,
and all the facts are
a flutter of the Mags, cometUl,
hardly
not
much tear that British juries have
fortable but hopelessly dull weather.
yet attained that pitch of intelligence
Tuesday was a day of busy preparaand at
When they will give the preference to
tion, with everybody hustling,
have seemconfusion
may
though
my theories over Lestrade's facts.
night,
acre's private affairs.
ed in some quarters to reign supreme,
"Did you go to Blackheatb ι
"So, my dear Watson, there's my rethere was really a very respectable
I
and
went
there,
I
Watson.
••Yes,
of a failure. Aud yet—and yet"—
on
port
amount of stock and other products
that the late afound

morning.'
"
'Well.' said I, 'at least he has forgiven you now, since he has left all his
property to your son.'

H^mnotbesnre.h«tIheUc^

another and yet

Into α detailed account of his

misadventures.
••It's all going wrong, \λ atson-all
wrong as it can go. I kept a bold face
before Lestrade, but. upon my soul. 1
believe that for once the fellow is on
the right track and we are on the

a knife. 'That Is my own photograph,
she said. 'He sent It to me In that
state, with his curse, upon my wedding

The mules start with a jerk, the sickle
buzzes, and the great canvas arms
which sweep '.he grain into sheaves for
to whirl. Behind it as it

comes

me.

out you. 1 trust that when 1 see jou
h, the evening 1 will be able to report
that 1 have been able to do something
for this unfortunate youngster who has

stains In the room and also on the
It is probable
stick are very slight.

βλt yoU would like
"ADf Àïf «iîlmesr 'said Lestrade.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to ad
vise our readers to give the laugh to an r
apple buyer who has the nerve to try th 9
old, familiar, big apple crop storlei ,
"with trees breaking under their loads i a
Good winter apple ι
other states."
should bring #2.50 per barrel laid dow ϋ
in the orchard or say, 13 packed f. ο. I ι.
This will make expensive pie timbet
when delivered at the consumer's dooi
and will reduce consumption to an exter £
that will prevent the price from
the figure· mentioned in all probability

toppln

[COJfTINUKX]

another, until six are traveling forward
in a zigzag line oward the horizon. Behind them the men move like a company tl,c
ι
of skirmishers. It will be hours before more u.'-ii Γ:·.
that line has circled the tield, and is fair m tLe
cut
to
its
to
starting point
back again
out another swath.
to ask, Mr.
is this. The wife of
world
man's
A

Parmer.

May
hereby forbiddt n

bridge."

rr,

following, then

!

are

The
Rood writing represents stations, the
bad writing movement, and the very
bad writing passing over points. A scientific· expert would pronounce at once
that this was drawn up on a suburban
line, since nowhere save In the immediate vicinity of a great city could
there be so quick a succession of points.
Granting that his whole journey was
occupied In drawing up the will, then
the train was an express, only stopping
once between Norwood aud London

(Cop,right. MS. b A. Cine, υ,,I, tni CollUr'i
H-filj.)
(Copyright, JMS, h, MtClurt, Philllpi V Co.)

there are half a dozen wagons loaded
dowu with ''hands/1 gathered from the
four corners of the world by promise of
high harvest wages. They work early
and late in those busy times, because all
that twelve thousand acres must be harvested and in stack within the fortnight.
Else the grain will begin to drop, and
that would be serious thing on a farm
which boasts the value and the gross
corporation.
yearly return of many a city
The leading machiue makes its turn
into the field. The driver and his

iu shocks, each with its cap, a watershed against the rains.
Another binder has fallen in and is
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that it will taste better to him than an]
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he could buy. There is great satisfac
tion in seeing good fruit grow, and thei
still more in gathering it in one's owi
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garden. I hope the perusal
lines will cause many readers to raaki
seled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, Heir '* the necessary effort to have a full sup
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NOTICE.

on a

Ou all sides the prairie runs to the
horizon. Away in the distance there is
a low liue of
green, which stands for
trees, and a splotch or two of brown for
houses. For the rest everything is gold
and blue—gold below by virtue of twenty thousand ripeuiug acres of wheat,
blue above because it is late summer on
the wide plains.
Nothing in sight except that shimmering, whispering ocean of grain aud the
little island around the farmhouse. It
Underseems as lifeless as the desert.
neath. down by the roots, the world is
trembling with life. Here and there,
rattlesnakes or lazy, gorged gophersnakes bask and broil in the heat. The
gophers are taking toll of grains which
have ripened over-early and fallen from
the husk. Field mice are squeaking
All this will
over their little families.
come to light when the reaper has pass
ed, but it is hidden down as by a screen.
So it stands oue day.
With the dawn of another morning an
aruiy of meu and a regular artillery
a
road
corps of binders come down
which winds through these iielde and
which one cannot see for the ocean of
wheat. First come the binders, each
drawn by its four or six mules. Then
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the first lncldcnt-the curious will, so
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Γτ may do something to
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slr.pllfy what followed. No, my dear

are two other
that are absolutely necessary for
tlie renovation of the old orchard. In
looking at the old trees we find that they
are very largely overgrown with watersprouts, which receive much of the subThe old
stance passing into the roots.
trees should be pruned severely, but not
all at one time. A little of the work
should be done each year, because pruning is a tax on the vitality of the tree.—
Cor. in Tribune Farmer.
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to keep
It is easy
apple
orchard from showing its age if it is
Where
to
taken care of from year
year.
an orchard has been neglected, the first
with it is to
done
be
should
that
thing
give it a general renovation. Where
trees have disappeared, new trees should
be set out, and every tree of the old stock
should be examined to determine its
usefulness. Every tree that is badly
crippled should be cut out and a new
tree put in its place.
Also, in these old
orchards there are many trees that are
bearing poor varieties of apples. These
should be top-grafted with the best
varieties. It is astonishing how some of
only -be currant'>.
theeeold seedling trees have been retained in the orchards from generation to
generation. Some of the grafted trees,
too, have been found to be top-worked
with varieties of no value, the fruit being
win not require
small and sour and only fit to be
7 {or an
ordinary both
into vinegar. They would not
Tbe fruU
ought not to made
y
There is uo reaeven make good cider.
fa> away■ as to bo inconvenien.
be so far
trees should
} for the son why all of these poor
not have been regrafted years ago and
have been producing good fruit since.
As man has in his hands this power of
grafting, why should even our old orchards be allowed to produce inferior
fruit? The scions from the most profitable trees cost practically nothing, and
if the farmer has in his orchard a tree
that comes up to his ideals the scions
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CONDITION.

Id the older parte of the country I
have noticed many neglected apple orchards, some of them growing in grass,
and some of them standing in fields annually turned by the plough fur the use
of corn and other farm crops. The owners had evidently come to the conclusion
that the orchards bad passed their time
of usefulness, and were thenceforth to be
neglected, with the idea that they would
iu time disappear and leave the ground
free for other crops. The possibilities
in such orchards are lost sight of by
their owners. Orchards may be kept in
bearing almoet from generation to generation, if they are taken care of. This
summer I visited an apple orchard in
New England that was in full bearing
forty years ago, and from which I have
many times picked the apples. It is still
thrifty, and produces as good a crop as
it did forty years ago. Not a tree has
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concerned,
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Andrews, Norway. Their

award* were:

Babies 15 months and under: Bessie

Louis

Greeley, 8β; Marjory

A.

Edwards,

8ô; Mina Webber, £4; Clarence Dyer,
•8.1; Robert Maxim Hicks, $2; Carroll R.
DeCoster, 81.
Babies IS months to 2 years:

Bruce

Ilosmer, 8tJ; Vera Flag#, $S; Doris
Coolidge, 84; Ruth E. Marston,
Helen F. Downing, 82; Odile King, 81.
SOME

OF

THE

CATTLE.

Of the nearly live hundred head of cattle on the grounds it would be impossible
to make individual mention, nor is it
practicable to give particulars regarding
Some
even each exhibitor and his herd.
notes of the stock shown must suffice.
From Holmes Farm, Oxford, L. S.
Holmes proprietor, were shown ten or
of registered
Hereford
twelve head
stock, of the kind which has made this
farm famous.
R. N. Ste'son,. West Sumner, showed a
bull three years old and four heifers of
various ages, all registered Ilerefords.
H. E. & H. D. Hammond,
Paris,
showed a handsome matched pair of
white-faced oxen.
No fair in this part of the state would
be complete without the Hartford string,
with Moses Young as commander-inchief. When it was reported that Moses
Young hail entered a pair of horses in a
drawing match at the state fair, and won
with them, people who knew him could
hardly believe it. In fact, it wasn't
necessary to believe it. He won the
match with oxen and never owned a pair
of horses in his life. But he owns oxen
all right, and he lives in the town of
The Hartford string
oxen, Hartford.
was all ready to start Monday morning,
but the start was postponed till Tuesday
morning at 0 o'clock. They pulled into
the fair grounds at 4 o'clock that afterIt
noon, tired, muddy, but cheerful.
was a goodly string of 47 head of cattle,
aud included nine yoke of oxen and
steers belonging to Moses Young, six
yoke and a hull belonging to Ο. E.
Turner, four yoke to B. F. Glover, two
yoke to Kben Andrews, one yoke to
P. A. Davenport, and one yoke to C. II.
Young. The distance they traveled is a
little less than twenty miles.
C. A. Pride, Norway, was on hand
with a herd of about twenty, thoroughbred and grade Holsteins, and nobody
would deny that they were a' handsome
lot of cattle.
U. S. G. Abbott, Norway, a good yoke
of 3 year-old white-faced steers, a pair
of yearlings, and a heifer calf.
Arthur Bobbins, Norway, showed fifteen head of grade Ilerefords, cows,
heifers and steers.
A pair of pretty yearling steers were
shown by C. M. Gammon, Norway.
S. II. Millett, Norway, showed twenty-

of I
But unless some lucky chance comes
our way I fear that the Norwood disin that it held oil until about four o'clock, and
appearance ease will not figure
The crowd was
chronicle of our successes which I fore- then only a little fell.
than is usually seon the first day
see that a patient public will sooner or larger
of the fair.
later have to endure."
SUNSHINE AT I.A.ST.
"Surely," said I, "the man's appearthe
ance would go far with any jury."
In the evening of Wednesday
"That Is a dangerous argument, m> clouds disappeared and the stars came
dear Watson. You rememl>er that ter- out, and the sun rose Thursday morning
a September day as ever
rible murderer, Bert Stevens, who on as beautiful
the hearts of fair managers.
wanted ils to get him off in '87? Was delighted
The fair grounds was the objective point
there ever a more mild mannered, Sunof many converging streams of people.
of
day school young man?"
From all directions and by all means
The special
"It Is true."
conveyance they came.
"Unless we succeed In establishing trains brought about twelve hundred.
an alternative theory this mau Is lost. There has been considerable speculation
attendance
You can hardly find a flaw lil the case as to the effect upon the
of general admission
which can now be presented against which the rise
have.
would
from 25 to.% cents
him, and all further investigation has tickets
it had no effect whatever.
Apparently
the
It.
way,
By
served to strengthen
of the one head, including a thoroughbred
If there was any one in this part
it Hereford bull, the rest being grades.
there Is one curious little point about
fair
the
on
grounds,
wasn't
state who
D. W. Goodwin, Norway, a pair of
those papers which may serve us a « the was because he couldn't got there.
and yearling white-faces, and a pretty pair of
day,
another
starting j>oiut for an Inquiry. On lookwas
perfect
Friday
calves.
ing over the bank book I found that the another big crowd gathered.
Twenty head of Holsteins and eight
was
balance
of
the
principal-,
low state
ROOSEVELT'S DELIGHT.
Ayrshires were shown by Benjamin
been
have
which
of Norway. A good proportion
ly due to large checks
The feature which would unquestion- Tucker
made out during the last year to Mr.
was the of them are thoroughbreds.
have pleased the president
ably
when
W. W. Maxim, Paris, showed a grade
Cornelius. I confess that I should be
baby show Wednesday afternoon,
Interested to know who this Mr. Corne- about forty of the infants under two Durham and Hereford heifer, 2 years
lius may be with whom a retired build- years old, in charge of their mothers, old aud weighs '.hjO pounds.
in the
S. M. King of Kingleside Farm, Paris,
er has such very large transactions. Is were seated on the platform
This platform was at the fair with twenty-two head of
It possible that he has had a hand In society's meeting room.
an
his
famous Jerseys, all registered or will
makes
aud
the affair? Cornelius might be a bro- was built this season,
He has just returned from the
in getting the babies to- be.
corto
improvement
ker, but we have found \\o scrip
circuit of the fairs at Bangor, Concord
where they can bo seen.
gether
as and Nashua, bringing home a handsome
respond with these large payments.
The entries for the baby show were
bunch of ribbons with a good proportion
Failing any other Indication, my re- follows:
of blues, together with the stutf which
searches must now take the direction
AS Ο L'.NDKK.
MONTHS
FIFTEEN
ES
HI
DA
with them.
of an inquiry at the bank for the genMr. and goes
Mcrton Shaw Curtis, Parle, eon of
Λ' Ρ
ljt αϊ 11 lUll, *1U1 YVilji OCVCll
Λ» U
tleman who has cashed these checks. Mrs. E. B. CurtU.
of Frank thoroughbred
and grade cows and
Gerald Kcenc, North Parle, eon
But I fear, ray dear fellow, that our
heifers.
Κ cone.
case will end Inglorlously by Lestrade
Gladys Viola Dunham, Greenwood, daughter
II.
S.
&
J.
J.
Millett, Norway, eleven
E. L. Dunham.
D
hanging our client, which will certain- ofHarold
cows ami heifers, two of them thoroughW. Thureton, Norway, eon of F.
ly be a triumph for Scotland Yard."
Thurston.
breds, ami the rest grades.
Frank K.
Carroll It. DeCoeter, Norway, eon of
( arroll R, King, Paris, a thoroughDeCoeter.
[TO BJ£ CONTDiUXAj
bred Ayrshire bull and a number of
Beesle Louie Greeley, West Paris, daughter
and Jersey cows and heifers.
of Β. M. Greeley.
of L. Ayrshire
Laura E. Brooke, .South Parie, daughter
M. A. Swan, West Paris, a pair of
Brooke.
A.
Mounter
lUrpbaot.
a
Execution;
eon of F. .1. Cole.
pretty grade Ilolstein steers.
Rujwrt Cole, Wcet I'arle,
of
Tin· Indian elephant named Fritz in
\V. II. Λ· G. II. Dunn, Norway, a herd
Marjory A. Edwarde, South Parle, daughter
was
Edwarde.
Charles
of nineteen Avrshires, a thoroughbred
the zoological gardons of Berlin
Helen Eudora Richardson, Wcet Pari·", duugh
bull and thoroughbred and grade cows
Europe's largest animal until it flually ter of C. A. Richardson.
uf Leon and heifers.
Dr.
Baby Swallow, South Parle, child
bad to be killed for distemper.
Swallow.
Grade Jersey cows were shown by
of B.
Schilling was appointed hanguiau.
Robert Maxim Hlcke, South Parle, eon
Lyman S. Merrill and Henry J. Merrill,
First he tried strangulatiou by means F. Hlcke. Howe Bennett, South Parle, eon of j South
I'aris.
Wlnfleld
of ropes and pulleys, but the ropes Roecoe Bennett.
W. II. Blake, South Paris, grade
Gil
of
daughter
Parle,
South
inBeatrice
Shaw,
broke and the elephant remained
Durham cow.
The bert E. Shaw.W. Record, South Parle, eon of
Next he tried poisoning.
tact.
John II. Martin, South Paris, grade
Maynard
Ilolstein milch cow.
uninial was given fodder of fresh ba- •James S. Record.
of Ere I
daughter
Norway,
Perry,
Georgle
a
Grant C. Royal, Paris, three grade
nanas, which was devoured with
Perry.
Louie King, Norwav, -on of Joseph King.
Ayrshire and Ilolstein cows and heifers.
Then u few bananas were
relish.
Star
of
Leelle
eon
South
Parle,
Kred Starldrd,
D. L. Brett, Otistield, eight or ten
dipped in carbolic acid, but no amount bird.
head of Holsteins.
eon of W. A. Lewie.
them.
E.
Norway,
Wm.
Lewis,
make
Fritz
could
"go"
of coaxing
Thayer Bros., Paris, four grade DurClarence Dyer, Norway, eon of Edward Dyer.
eon of
Finally shooting was tried. The heavAlva LeEoreet Rlchardeon, Norway,
ham heifers.
and
Rlchardeon.
Levi
iest big game rifle was procured
Scott (). Colby, Paris, grade Durham
Vern
Mlna Webber, Norway, daughter of
cow and a registered Ilolstein bull calf.
α shot was iired into the left arniplt. Webber.
This calf was dropped the 24th of April,
The elephant merely looked around in
BAllIES FIFTEEN MONTHS TO TWO YBABS.
and weighs 4S0. lie is from the Togus
surprise, the bullet having flattened
Herbert Frost, Norway, eon of Herl>ert F root
Melvln F. Plngree, Oxford, eon of Isaac Fili- herd.
against the shoulder blade. Then a
C. R. Penley, South Paris, eighteen
Maxim gun was pulled up. A fusillade gree.
Ernest H. Porter, South Parle, eon of Francis head of cows and
heifers, mostly Holof projectiles was pumped into the big A. Porter.
Helen F. Downing, Norway, daughter of John stein grades. A grade Dutch belted
beast under the right armpit. The ele- A. Downing.
heifer calf was the mascot of this herd.
Roland a. Record, Poland, eon of F. C.
went down like a house. In its

phant

death struggle, which was studied by
many scientists, it broke all its chains
and reduced part of the iron fence in

Wednesday was almost a duplicateand
Tuesday. Clouds lowered all day but
threatened instant and copious rain,

Record.
Ro-de Perry, Norway, daughter of Fred Perry.
Odlle King, Norway, child of Joseph King.
Leelle
Albert Starblrd, South Paris, eon of

SHEET

AND

SWINE.

The show of swino was small, less than
usual. On the other hand the show of
Starblrd.
was tho largest that has been seen
Ruth E. Mareton, Norway, daughter of Elwlu sheep
the paddock to scrap trou.
for several years, and included some of
Mareton.
Hoemer.
H.
H.
of
on
Bruce Hoemer, Norway,
the most valuable stock ever exhibited
Vera Flagg, South Parle, daughter of Charles here.
Wooden Toothpick*.
Flegg.
II. W. Record exhibited a dock of
Done Coolldge, granddaughter of Mrs. Cool
"Stop chewing toothpicks, young
twenty-eight Hampshire Down sheep.
man, if you value your life," said a idge, Upton.
The committee of award was com- His Hock is founded on imported registphysician to one of his patieuts. "You
of Miss Susie M. Wheeler, South ered stock.
of
shreds
little
posed
swallow
unconsciously
G'. F. Stanton, South Paris, showed
Mrs. John B. Robinson, Oxford;
Paris;
and
not
are
digestible
the wood, which
Mrs. II. E. Wilson. South Paris; Mrs. docks of sheep and lambs.
stomach.
in
the
which become compact
C. A. Richardson. Greenwood, a (lock
C. W. Home, Norway; Mrs. II. F.
Finally you are annoyed by a hacking
of ten sheep, and Hock of twelve lambs.
Ε. M. Everett, Norway Lake, a flock
cough and the spitting of blood and you
of sixteen sheep, uud tlock of twelve
do not know what is the matter with
lambs.
you. You Imagine you have consumpA. F. Jackson, Norway, tlock of twelve
tion or some similar affliction when it
lambs, and Hock of eight lambs.
Is only the foreign substance in your
V. E. Dunn, Norway, dock of fifteen
stomach, that makes the strongest proand dock of eight lambs.
sheep
or
Ignocarelessness
test against your
in the
F. W. Noyts, Norway, Hock of ten
A
accumulate
rance In
allowing It to
sheep.
hoarseness at
there.
Stop chewing toothpicks and
Bucks were shown by H. W. Record,
C. A. Richardson, A. F. Jackson, Ε. M
swallowing quack nostrums, and by
breath irritates
taking ordinary care of yourself you
Everett, F. W. Buck, E. C. Wardwell.
are features of a throat
A. D. Littlohale, North Paris, grade
will live out the allotted threescore and
debuck, and dock of sheep and lambs.
very
ten years."
A Chester boar and sow and pigs were
%
mixand a
shown by V. E. Dunn, Norway, and a
A Storm on the Pacific.
Berkshire boar and sow and pig· by
ture won't cure them.
The captain of a San Francisco tug
Charles II. Brett, Oxford.
that
Pacific:
the
on
want
storm
You
thus describes a

Throat Coughs
throat;
times; adeep
it;—these

tickling

cough. They're
cough
ceptive

"When 1 say that the waves ran
mountain high I am not exaggerating

The tug
the situation in the least.
would be poised on the crest of a sea
and then be plunged down into a valley
of water which seemed a mile below
At times the moon would come
us.
out through the clouds, and in the unthe waves seemed twice
certain

light

The wind was blowing a perfect hurricane, and our lee rail was under water all the time. The angry sea
appeared raging above, below and all
Hround us, and nearly every wave
into which we dipped would wash over
the tug. It was Impossible to remain
aft, for the lower deck was flooded."
as

high.

Walter's Composition.
Little Walter was told to write a
composition containing the word "seldom." This is what be banded op to

the teacher:
"My father owned some horses, but
last week he seldom."

I

something

heal the inflamed
membranes, enrich the
blood an.d tone up the

will

system

.·.

.·.

.*.

Scot? s Emulsion
is
just such a remedy.
It has wonderful healing
and nourishing power.
Removes the cause of
the

cough

and the whole

system is

strength

St η J

and

given
vigor

new
.·..

fer frtt tamflt

SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists

409-415 Pearl Street, New York
JOC. and $1.00. All druggist I

W. T. Knightly, South Paris, a Yorkshire sow and nine pigs.
F. L. Keene, Oxford, showed a big
Chester boar.
LABOli-SAVINO IMPLEMENTS.

I he array of machines designed to
make the farmer's work easier and more
effective is something which would have
caused the agriculturist's eyes to stand
out with astonishment a couple of decades ago. Indeed, though the array
drew hardly the number of interested
farmers that might be expected, it was
in its magnitude this year something
that has never before been equaled at
this fair. The space under the grand
stand was entirely filled with it, as it
has never been before.
The only show of implements of local
manufacture was that of F. C. Merrill of
South Paris, who exhibited a fall line of
his Ο. K. swivel and landslide plows,
and Paris (or Hersey) plows. He also
showed the Planet Jr., Iron Age and
Syracuse cultivators. These goods are

all well known.
The largest show of implements
(Continued on page 3.)
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Tune '—#1.50 & rear If paid strictly In advance,
ttherwlee (3.00 a year. Single copte· 4 cent·.
All legal advertisements
ADTumuiinrra:
are given three connective Insertion* for #1JO
per inch In length of column. Special contract·
made with local, transient and yearly advertis—

First Baptist Church, Κβτ. Κ. Ο. Taylor, pastor
Preaching every Sumlay at 10:43 a. m. Sunday
Sabbath Evening Service at
School at 1ΐ M.
7:30 F. m. Y. P. S. C. E. Tuesday evening.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at 7 30. Covenant Meeting the last rrMay before the 1M
Suuilay of the month at 4 30 r. M. AU not
otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
Universalis! Church. Sunday School every
Sunday at 10:45 a.m.

Mre. George Goodwin, wife of Capt.

Goodwin, commander of the large fourer·.
masted ship Dirigo, the tiret steel ship
built in the United States, owned by
Coming Events.
Arthur Sewall Co. and others, Bath,
Me., visited at Old Brick.
Sept. 26. 27, 28.—Androscoggin Valley fair, CanMiss Mary A. Thompson of Portland
ton.
Sept. 36, 27, 28.—Fair at Klverslde Park. Bethel. was a guest at George M. Atwood's durOct. 3.—Oxford Pomona Grange, with Frederick
ing the fair.
Ruble Grange, Otlsfleltl.
Thoe. S. Bridgham, Esq., of BuckOct. 3, t, 5.— West Oxford fair, Fryeburg.
field, and his daughter, Mrs. Nulty,
were guests at Hon. Edward L. Parris'
SEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
County Commissioners' Bills.
Lowney's Chocolates.
Crawford Ranges.
friendly Warning.

Hyomel.

Notice in Involuntary Bankruptcy.
Probate Notices.
4 Notices of Appointment.
Auction.
You Must Buy Boys' Clothing.
Children's Coats.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Teacher of Piano an<l Organ.

NORWAY.
It is understood that the Norway and
Western Railroad will be built and in
operation before winter.
Hotels and boarding houses have been
filled with people who attended the fair
during the week.
A. E. Stearns, Esq., of Kumford Falls,
He
was in town several days this week.
attended the fair.
in
was
wounded
Rooello Bicknell, who
the foot last week by the accidental discharge of the ritle with which he was
target shooting, is improving.
Esther Tower is the new teacher of
music at the primary school. This is a
step in the right direction and it is
generally believed that if the subject received the proper attention at the annual
town meeting money would be voted to
support a music instructor in our public
schools.
Herbert Black was recently called to
his home in Caribou by the sickness of
his father, Albert Black, boon after the
son's return to work for Ο. M. Cummings be received word that his father
was dead.
Mrs. S. C. Andrews of Beverly, Mass..
is visiting with Mrs. John F. Swain.
Porter Swift returned to bis studies at
the state college at Orono the last of the
week.
the
Geo. W. Ryerson was before
municipal court on Thursday on two
warrants, charging him with intoxication
and breach of the peace. On the last he
was discharged, on the first he was held
and sentenced to pay a tine of $> and
He at once paid and was discosts.
charged. The offences were alleged to
have taken place in July last.
Lucia Buck, after a summer at Old
Orchard, bas resumed her duties as
teacher of the Pigeon Hill school. Miss
Buck is one of our most successful

teachers.

We understand that A. Frank Marston,
late of the shoe firm of B. F. Spinney
A Co.. with W. S. Boswick has opened
an office at No. 10Ô Bedford Street, Boston. with a factory located at Lynn. The
new shoe firm will meet with excellent
success

probably.

Mrs. Chas. A. Stephens of Norway
Lake and head of the Women's Clubs of
Norway, at the Maine Federation of
Women's Clubs recently held at Portland, was appointed on the Reciprocity
Committee.
Hon. W. L. Scribner of Springfield, of
the board of prison inspectors, visited
his sister, Mrs. Ο. N. Bradbury, during
the week, and attended the county fair
several days.
Special police were on the street during the fair.

last Wednesday.
William T. Faulkner of the Lewiston
Journal staff was the guest of William
E. At wood Friday and Saturday. Mr.
Faulkner was assigned to report the Oxford County fair for the Journal.
City Clerk George W. Bumpus and
wife of Auburn were the guests of Rev.
and Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker at Elmhurst last week.
The family of Charles L. Case, Esq.,
closed their summer home here and returned to New York last week.
Mr. Ralph Hallett and Mr. Elias Fields
of Harvard Law School are guests of
Mrs. E. U. Jackson a few days.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker closed his
summer's engagement with the Universalist church on Sunday, and he and Mrs.
Knickerbocker, who have been at Elmhurst for the past three months, returned to their home in Arlington, Mass.,
Monday morning. Mr. Knickerbocker's
services here have been fully appreciated, and his sermons, the work of a
brainy, broad-minded man, have been a
delight and an inspiration to an increasing congregation of people of several
different religious faiths. It is hoped
he may be here again another summer.
There will be no preaching services at
the Universalist church for the present,
and the Sunday School will be held at
10:40 a. M.
Charles W. Allen, Esq., of the firm of
F. O. Bailey Λ Co., of Portland, who
spent the summer at the Hubbard House,
was in town several days last week with
a new Stevens-Dur yea touring car and
treated a number of his friends to an
automobile ride. On the return trip the
car, run by A. M. Spear, Jr., of Portland,
made the forty-eight miles from South
Paris to Portland in two hours and thirteen minutes.
Mrs. Burnham and daughter of Providence, R. I., who have been spending a
vacation at Elmhurst, returned to their
home last Thursday.
Recent arrivals at the Hubbard House
are;—Mrs. C. A. Nichols, Miss Nichols
and Miss DeWolf, Providence, R. I.;
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Champlin, Helen C.
Small, Miss Dean and Mr. Frost, Portland; R. E. Mitchell, Rock Island, Ills.;
Miss Isabel B. Hay, Miss Florence W.
Thompson, Portland; Miss Fuller,
Chicago: James P. Baxter and Mrs. Baxter. Portland; Edward E. Davis, Boston;
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. C. Tappan. Miss Kate
Tappan, Miss Mary V. Titus, Glen Cove,
V. Y. : Miss E. C. Tappan, Dr. Emily N.
Titus, Miss Anna Drew, Portland; Miss
E.N. Valentine, Miss Susan Valentine,
\"ew York; F. A. Little, xVugusta; John
H. Deane, Miss Bertha Deane, New
York: W. J. Morris, Minneapolis; C. E.
Williams and wife. Auburn; Mrs. Ε. M.
Barton, Miss H. W. Bliss, Worcester,
Mass.: Wm. T. Kilborn, Jr., Κ. B. Kilboru, Portland; Mr. and Mrs. A. M.
Spear, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Allen,
Portland.
The household goods of the late Mar>4aret Brown will be sold at auction at
her late homestead on Paris Hill on Fridav. Sent. 2i»th. at l:.'î0 P. M.

Buckfield.
Supt. Cat·, of the water works, kindly
took me ap where the dam ia being constructed at North Pond, on Thursday.
It is a very romantic spot any way, and
the concrete dam, 14 feet in height, with
its wings lends a picturesque appearance
to this secluded spot. The laying of
pipe is well along towards the dam.
Later Turner and Depot Streets are to
be excavated.
The rain has gTeatly interfered with
building the dam at the brush works.
R. H. Morrill has buiit an extension to
his feed mill and installed a mill of
greater capacity.
Mrs. Benj. Gerrish is very ill at a
hospital in Portland.
Mrs. Horace Murch is in Boston stocking up with millinery. Her trip was
delayed somewhat by the severe illness
of her brother, Carroll Ricker. He now

be gradually improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish have spent a
week with friends in Auburn returning
seems to

Monday.

The story in the Lewiston Sun of the
minister up Id New Hampshire frightening the young man whom he took in on
the road, by asking him at a lonely spot
in the woods if he was prepared to die,
causing the young man to bound from
the carriage and take to the woods, savors strongly of their traits Vhen I was a

visage, suggestive
calamity they would in-

Yes, with such

boy.

a

of some awful
spire fear and dread in the mind of the
youth. Many were the times I would
run and hide when I saw the minister
coming. I was possessed of a greater
fear of a minister in those days than of
the devil, but I have got wonderfully
over it.
Mrs. John Higgins and her daughter,
MissClarrie Higgins, of Portland, are the
guests of Mrs. Lucy Skillings.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Haley of Lisbon
Falls paid a short visit last week to their
former pastor, Rev. A. W. Pottle, and
wife. During his pastorate at Lisbon
Falls Mrs. Haley was the church organist
and chorister.
Mr. £. M. Atwood made a business
trip to Boston Tuesday, returning Satur-

day.

,

morning,

^ ^
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No dangerous drags or alcoholic concoctions are taken into the stomach when
Hyomei is used. Breathed through the
inhaler, the balsamic healing of Hyomei
penetrates to the most remote cells of
the nose and throat, and thus kills the
catarrhal germs, heals the irritated mucous membrane, and gives complete and

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT.
DISTRICT OF MAINE.
In the matter of
) In vol. No.
128. In
SOLOMON 8TEINFELD,

}

Bankrupt. ) Bankruptcy.
Byron, Greenough Λ Company, Brunel-HIg
gins Shoe Company, and Allen Λ Company,
Ira
her aunt, Mrs.
Petitioners In Involuntary Bankruptcy against
Solomon Stetnfeld of Rum ford, having moved to
have said proceedings dismissed, a hearing will
be bad thereon, at Portland, In said DUtrlct, on
the 6th day of October, A. D. 1900, at 10 A. M.,
when all creditors may appear and be heard.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

visiting

little son is

(fruatAa -it-

permanent cure.
Hyomei is the simplest, most pleasant
and the only guaranteed cure for catarrh
that has been discovered.
Complete
outfit, 91.00; extra bottles, 50 cents.
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
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L C. Bates and Mies Delia Η.
delay. Her brother,
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Frank Morgan, accompanied her each 11!
" irbor to attend tbe atatt W. O. T.LI
way and then went again Thursday;
nventioo. They returned borne Fnbeing resolved, as he said, to take in the
Mrs.
Dunham
show.
whole
thought Γ
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she could see no signs of race suicide I ,iar at the insane
asylum at Augusta,
was
rather
weather
the
there, although
WÎ brought here Friday for burial
unfavorable.

Wednesday night.
train caused the

Gmge'swau,

Some are digging their potatoes where
the rot has made its appearance, thinking to save them by so doing; but that is

open question.
Two more persons whom we formerly
knew have recently gone down the
valley—Colby Staples of Bryant's Pond,
and M re. Eliza Burns of Snow's Falls.
The last time we saw Mrs. Burns was at
North Paris during the association
several years ago. She then seemed to
health and good
be enjoying good

an

religion.

after^i

MaSied

eillows,

A.f D.^wlght,

^Mrs.
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id

thM?
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Rangeley,

hero
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here Wednesday ol
burial. The funeral wa.
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I high school

Albert
are

at Paris.

-

Scrlbner anc
also attending

PEELED PULPWOOD.

Bethel.

Lake.

Mrs. J. S. Kneeland is at Mechanic
Falls visiting friends.
Dr. and Mrs. E. J. Noyés of Lovell
were at J. L. Partridge's Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Richardson and children
of Denmark were at A. D. Kilgore's foi
the week of the county fair.
Milan Bennett of Gilead was at C. F.
Boober's this week.
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
at the hall Sept. 27th.
East Sumner.
Your reporter, his wife, W. Π. Eastman and D. J. Russell went by tram to
the county fair on Thursday.
Moses
Young and Oscar E. Turner were there
with 47 head of fine cattle, mostly oxen
and steers.
John Keen, formerly of Sumner, now
of Lynn, Mass., and now 84 years of age,
was on the grounds at the county fall
and stepped as briskly as many a score
younger than he.
It is thought that corn packing will
wind up here by the middle of this week.
Business has been lively at the shops.
Howe's steam mill will have but few
logs to cut by October let.
Oxford.

Dr. H. R. Farris and Samuel Eaton attended the funeral of Mr. Eaton's uncle,
Mr. Francis Faulkner, at Turner Sept.
Frank Hawkes of Boston

was

d3ThehBishop

particulars,

J. T. ROGERS, East Lyme, Conn.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hat
been duly appointed administrator of the

estate of

MKHCY W. KILOORE, late of Waterford,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and giver
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demande against the estate of said deceased art
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment lmme<Uately.
J. BENNETT ΙΊ Κ Κ
Sept. 19th, 1905.
NOTICE.
The subset-liter hereby gives notice that 1><
has been duly appointed administrator of th<
estate of
STANLEY E. CONANT, late of BuckQeld,
In the County of
deceased, and given
AH persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
SANFORD E. CONANT.
Sept. 19th, 1905.

brane which linee the stomach is easily
irritated by harmful food or overeating.
Keep a strict watch for the first sympTake this
toms of stomach trouble.
friendly warning in tbe spirit in which

it ie given and profit by it.
Shortness of breath, black specks before the eyes, furred tongue, dizziness,
belching of gases or sour food, weakness
and debility are all signs of catarrh of
the stomach. There is no need to be
unduly alarmed, for this disease can be
cured by Mi-o-na. It is the only remedy
that strikes at tbe root of the evil and
actually cures the disease.
It does not contain opium in any form,

acide, alcohol,

or

any other harmful drug

chemical. It is a pure remedy that
heals the irritated mucous membrane,
stimulates tbe solar plexue, and aids
or

digeetion.

Ask F. A. Shurtleff & Co. to show
the guarantee under which they sell
It costs but 50 cente a box,
o-na.
money is returned if it does

Îour
elp you.

"SÎTj.

^

Herbert £. Hamblen of New Tork, a
Collector's Notice.
of E. C. Hamblen of this town
nephew
will
advertised
be
of
1904
taxe*
Unpaid
and a popular writer of books of advenabout Oct. 16th.
ture, is visiting here. His home in his
Auruo H. Jacksok,

boyhood days vu bar· with his and·.

Cameron and -He

Joseph Robinson is attending school

returned at Portland.

g£d

™

'"iSTii'aSbo™ ta· jnet received
Cole's little

ttlîre^rid
τ

A

iold his

plie·

boy is very sick.
PooM*

Harry Kay has returned from the
hospital. He is able to walk a little
with the aid of crntohes.
Mrs. Wm. Dow of Falmouth is
her mother, Mrs. W. E. French.

visiting

Hare to Relief for Worn··.
If yon have peine to the back. Uric err, Bladder or Kidney trouble, ud want a cerUin, uleeeant herb remedy tor woman'· Ilia, try Mother
Gray's iaitrmlUn-Lcaf. It is a aato monthly
regulator. At Drugrttta or by mall 00 cent·.

Sample package FREE. Addreat, Th· Mother
Gray CoYLeBoy, Ν. T.
•

buying

MAUD Κ. BATE8. minor, of 8umner; petition
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Lewis C. Bates, guardian.
CHARLES B. BESSEY, late of Woodstock,
deeea&ed ; first account presented for allowance
by Qeorge H. Richards, executor.
JULIA Q. BATES, late of Paris, deceased;
first aooount presented for allowanoe by Lewis
C. Bate·, executor.
FRED W. LOVEJOY, minor; petition for
Uoense to sell and convey real estate presented
by Addison Lane, guardian.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of said Gout.
A true
Q pAJtEj BegWw<

one

XT Λ

Γρςί

to

our

(Guaranteed

Γ<Τ
^
^

a

trial.

To

appreciate

w'th which

shapes
variety.

A great

Hand

It will cost you

very little.

Headquarters

and W. L.

J.

for

Douglas

our

Shoes and the

Queen Quality

FALL TRADE with

a

fine line of STYLISH AND UP-TONew line of Fall and

Furs, $1.50

prices right.

$24.00.

to

Latest

are new

Come in

and great value.

and

M. LUKTT,
Telephone

St., Norway

136 Main

18-4

ARIS

S. RICHARDS,

Optician

Best Work and Lowest Prices.

tVILL
at

ease

BE

SOLD

FIRST

AT

TO

COST

CUSTOM Ell.

One Second-Hand
3-BURNER GASOLINE STOVE.
OVEN ATTACHED, ALL IN GOOD REPAIR.
CALL AND GET PRICE ON SAME.

Shoes for Women,

A

F. PLUMMER,

Furnlaher,

Γ^\

1

α

Telephone 106-3.

Goods.

β

Ά. I VVOSL I

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME,

New

Store.

=

REFRIGERATOR

We

Warmers.)

1905 by
Marx

Specialty

-

bons, Neckwear, all these lines
look them over before buying.

fit you, just give us
unless you buy and then

Shoe for Men.

Hart Schafiner

Winter Coats, all Colors,

we can

nothing

Copyright

Novelties in Waists, 50c. to $7.00. Our Skirts are the best for $5.00 that
can be found in town.
Underwear, Hosiery, Wrappers, Corsets, Rib-

have them for 10c., 15c., 20c., 25c.,
50c., 60c., 75c., $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50.

QTTf\TpQ

make

all.

DATE READY-TO-WEAR GARMENTS.

and free from colds inv

$2.50.

price

and

to

Ladies'
For

We have all the correct and latest
from 50c.

right

Norway.

Men's Suits,
$5, $7, $ro, $12, and $15
Children's Suits,.. .$1.50, $2.25, $3.50 and $4 50
Fleeced Underwear
50c. to $1.25
$1.00 to $3.50
Union Suits,
10c. to 50c.
Hosiery for all,
will
please you) 50c. to $1.00
Fancy Shirts, (ours
are
Coats
Our Rain
money savers,....$10 to $15

They will keep you dry
cold, damp weather.

are

WE ARE NOW READY

and the

PROBATE NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In either of the Estates
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Parts, In and
for the County of Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
Sept., In the year of our Lord one thousand
The following matter
nine hundred and Ave.
having been presented for the action thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby Obdkrcd :
That notice thereof be given to all persons Interested, by causing a copy of this order to be
three weeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on the
third Tuesday of October, A. D. 1906, at 9
of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they see cause.

plenty

have

of clothes from

Η. B. Fosler,

good

a

own

We

cotton.

!

STROKE of BUSINESS to freshen up
boy's WARDROBE for fall, without
your
of PLUMMER'S
to
going great expense. Here are a few
SPLENDID VALUES, that will repay you to come and
buy to-day. Don't wait till to-morrow.
It's

noted

and FootF. Plummer.

Furnishings

Listen ! Gear of J.

are

quality—

and

all wool ; no ''mercerized" nor any other

them

Clothing,

your

11Β·β.

extremely stylish looking. We have priced

A Message for You!
Learn to Earn Dollars by

Look !

style

for

suite and overcoats

Ό

Stop !

F. W. FAUNCE, Salesman.

Hart, Schafiner &

Marx clothes

NORWAY.

-

us.

other good makers to
show you. The new

not

ion?

King's New Disoovery for Consomption, and clothing.
Frank C. Stearns of Hot Springs is
Coughs and Colds.'1 Greatest sale of
any cough or lung medicine in the world. visiting at his old home here for a few
At F. A. Shnrtleff Λ Co.'·, Drug Store,' days.
The work of packing oorn at the vilSooth Paria, West Pari·; 50c and 91.00;
lage is closed. The crop and the work
guaranteed. Trial bottle bee.
tMwiot
at the shop have been very successful.

$12.

:d\o

you

pay for.

Youths' Suits,

17 years.

A. W. WALKER & SON,

and

°βΕ S*6

tt'SKAe

to

FOR SALE. CALL AND SEE TIIEM
IN OPERATION.

you
Mi-

here for published

was

.«iw

Knee Suits, 3

International Gasoline Engines

Oxford,

G^.*EL*Hart
at«jgC^teA.
à

keep

getting what

of

without

store

MAINE.

He was acin town several a short visit last week.
companied on his retnrn by his mother,
Mrs. Geo. Hawkes.
party came up Wednesday
The village schools opened Sept. 18th
in an automobile, which is stored In
with the following teachers: Ur. Ernest
ARABELLA CARTER, late of Paris, deJohn Olson's barn while they aie at the
of the high school; Miss ceased ; sixth account presented for allowance
lake. Guides John Olson, Guy Brooks, Pratt, principal
by Mary B. Carter and Perolval J. Parris,
Perkins, assistant; Miss Llbby, inter- trustees.
Mra.
and wife went to the fair mediate; Miss Wight, primary.
CHARLES H. DAVIS, late of Lovell, deHayden was unable to return owing to ceased;
final account presented for allowance
her
of
the
illness
Mrs.
Penmother,
Bennett of Wentworth'e
by Mary E. Davis, administratrix.
Mr. Joseph Bassett of this town died
dexter.
late of 8nmner, dethe 18th inst., aged 89 yean. He had Location spent two days with S. S. BenADONIRAMJ.
Miss C. E. Carman has a fairy lily re- ceased ; petition forBERRY,
license to sell and convey
been a resident here nearly his whole
R. Dyer, adwhich
had
Frederick
real
estate
by
presented
cently
replanted
twenty-eight
Bennett arrived home Saturday
life, engaged in farming and as a harness
ministrator.
weeks' trip through New blossoms of a delicate pink at one time.
maker. A man of excellent life and from
Carl Edwards of Portland visited his
ADNA B.THAYER, late of Paris, deceased;
His funeral was attended Rrnnswick with Erwin Morse of Bath.
character.
petition for license to convey real estate preparents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbridge Edwards, sented
Wednesday from the village church,
by Ethel B. Thayer, administratrix.
last week.
East Brownfieid.
conducted by Rev. Charles H. Shank.
JOHN D. DUNN, late of Snmner, deceased ;
Mrs. Geo. Austin and little daughter
and
Μη
G.
E
A.
and
were
daughter
floral
Stickney
The
many
offerings
petition for ltoense to sell and convey real estate
attended the w C.T. V. conee* Frances, of Portland, are visiting here. presented by Charles H. Bonney, administrator.
beautiful.
but now of

not

Soutli Paris, Maine.

Good board and pleasant, large, sunny rooms
for family of three or four adults and two chll
dren. Hotel or private family, latter preferred
Address with ful!
Trices must be reasonable.

for

$1.35.

When you buy clothes
here you may be sure

Are all

$5.

cost

Threshing

FRIENDLY WARNING.

10th.

only

Ε. H. PIKE,

WEST PARIS,

grades

Style and
Quality.

a

knee suits.

SOUTH PARIS.

any station.

down to

reason-

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Spruce, Fir, Hemlock
and Poplar delivered al

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mason and twe
children were up from Portland the 10th
R. L. Bennett and Fred Bemis liav<
been to Roxbury and taken a job in th<
woods where they will eoon go.
Mrs. W. C. Chapmau is in Portland.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carpenter left thii I
place a few days ago for some place ii NO NEED TO BE ALAKMED ABOUT STOMthe West, hoping the change of climate
ACH TROUBLES IF YOU USE MI-O-NA.
will be beneficial to Mr. Carpenter.
CURK GUARANTEED BY F. A. 8HURTGeo. Leighton has put a crew of mer
LEFF Jt COMPANY.
iuto the woods up Chapman brook anti
The most frequent affection of tbe
valley.
etomacb is catarrb, as tbe delicate mem-

Norway

at

Remember the Blue Stores for Your Boys'
Clothing Wants.

Cream Balm I

WANTED.

Hebron.
Mrs. Warren llanecom left here Satur
day for her home in New York.
Rev. II. B. Marshall of Northport
Ν. II., has been visiting relatives here.
Miss Minnie Gurney of Auburn ii
visiting her cousin, Miss Gertie George
Mrs. Alton Hibbe and little twii
daughters, Gladys and Doris, have re
turned from a visit to Yarmouth.
MÎ88 Daisy Cuehman is quite sick at
A. M. Richardson's. Dr. Littlefield o:
South Taris attends her.
Mr. David R. Porter spoke to tin
young men of Hebron Ac&demy at the
Y. M. C. A. meeting last Tuesday even
ing. Mr. Porter graduated from Bow
doin where he received a Rhodes scholar
ship to Oxford University at England
lie was sent here by the state secretary
of the Y. M. C. A. The school is full t<
overflowing. 200 students in attendance
Northwest

of ίο to 17 years

us

ones

The Widow Jones
to

and all

soroai*

t,ie

have

we

Tolophono

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Large Size 50
cents, at Druggists or by mall. Trial Slxe Inc. by
mall.
ELY BROTHERS, 5β Warren Street, New York

W. Donham spent
several days last week visiting their son

I atKViRowe,
Warren Cookson

boy

of

We could

$3

and

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

Ε. N. SWETT, Manager.

We try to sell every

?

prices

wore

Prices

and find what

TRUNKS AND SUIT CASES.
Please call and see
money by buying of us.

can save

always

Easy and pleasant tol
Contains no ln-f
lurious drug.
It Is quickly Λ bsorbed. I
Gives Relief at once. I
Opens and cleanses the'

Wanted.

You

wool made into neat durable patterns.
If we sold your boy one he would
wear that make as long as he

use.

familj

brought

u

get good

not

These suits

14 to 18 years.

get fitted

full line of

IN OPERA HOUSE

Wjjtoj A^ffiuCOLP'* HEAD You can get your threshing done
by hauling your grain to us.

The funeral was held at the home of h
ott ΡΙοηββι

daughter, Mrs. Henry Swan,
Street Rev. Seth

Ely's

carry

a

Little Giant Suit,

make of Suits and Overcoats.

can

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

able

HARRY DUDLEY,
Buckfield.

CATARRH

AH

MAINXI.

Why

SUrbjrd

You

store. t

MEN'S $3.50 RUSSET OXFORDS $2.50.
WOMEN'S $3.00 RUSSET OXFORDS $1.99.
grades Men's and Women's in the same proportion. We

CLOTHING SOMEWHERE.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the

of this

history

Come and see for yourself if this is not the place to buy all kinds of foot·
At present we are selling Men's and Women's Russet Oxfords at
wear.

YOU MUST BUY BOYS'

I have for sale a new tent, made of
nice heavy duck. Size 14 χ 28 feet.
Apply to

mT Si «««riïït

^
PÎ5T2
I

Bolster & Co.

BLUE STORE8.

charge

in the

cost and less than cost.

PARIS,

βΟΙΓΤΗ

ever

you want here.

Por women
Rugs, Mud $3.50, Evangeline for $3.00,

Squares, Carpet Sized

Dayton

then

JT>or men we carry the Walk Over $3.30
$3.*SO and 4, and all grades down to $1.25.
4,

Carpet Room Sundries.

N.

BLlnde,
More Goods,
More Styles

Fitzu

Mats, Rubber Mats, Wire Mats, Stove Hats and all

anffi?»dVeÎfe«

Every one

Delmore Robinson of Conway is again
on the road with a stock of boots, shoes

Carpets,

to.

for team.

All

are invited and the experience of the
paet will be aumclent

ijood

has all kinds of Floor Covers.
Art

Footwear,

Footwear

-

More

getting into its .Fall Dress.. It

Tent for Sale.

Weat Parle.

ί ,ΰL^'

Is

Plumbing and Heating.

goods.

EKwb.

t0The °store

Collector of Pari·.

J

oun

b®ln?^rt]ett

funeral of Mrt. Bart

thThifamily

at*

LIKE FINDING MONEY.
Finding health is like finding money
When
—so think those who are sick.
you have a cough, cold, sore throat, or
chest irritation, better act promptly
like W. C. Barber, of Sandy Level, Va.
He ears: "I bad a terrible cheat trouble,
caused by smoke and coal dust on my
lungs; bat after finding no relief in
other remedies, I was cared by Dr.

evening and preacnea
the pwtor

?°<t

Tbe post office in this town was brokis well supplied with water.
l">th inst., one
The grass reminds us of spring it is so en into Friday night, the
of the back windows being broken and
green.
Two money
B. Phillips has worked for Harry 15. the catch pushed back.
clerking for Mrs. L. M. Lunt.
of late on his two acres of grain drawers were opened, one belonging tu
The entertainments at the Opera Phillips
he sowed last spring. It is all cut and the government, and ono private drawei
House this week have been unusually
threshed, but that part of the belonging to Mr. Ingalls. About $.'Ji
partly
well attended because they have been of
work is done out doors, and the raiu has was taken. No clue to the thieves.
a most pleasing and attractive descripThe canniDg season at the corn shop
been against them of late, and it will
tion.
take some time yet to complote the will close about Tuesday, the 20th. The
John W. Nash has in his rooms on
grub worms have ruined quite a lot oi
work.
Cottage Street some very rare birds that
Mrs. Saundeis was in the place last corn.
have been sent in from out of town. It
in search for a room to store her
Hiram.
is a place well worth one's time to visit. Friday
The room that they are stored
William H. Barnes of Portland, for- goods.
Mr Edwin Harriman died Sept. 19tt
in is wanted, and rent for furniture is
in
merly of Norway, visited his friends
East Hiram of heart disease
not easily found.
town during the week.
Clara Merrill is thought to gain a very long and distressing illness, aged
Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Waters of St.
little since her return home from the years, 2 months, 2 days. He has lM
Johnsbury were the guests of Dr. B. F. hospital.
been one of our most worthy citweni
this
week.
He
Bradbury
U. A. Record will pass his vacation on and a thrifty, successful farmer.
The town schools outside of the village
leaves a widow. He was reared in Por
a hunting expedition.
commenced Monday, the 25th.
to
that
on
was
taken
Friday
Deacon and Mrs. Fuller's health has ter, and
Prof. Sidney I. Smith of Vale College
of late.
and wife, visited his father, C. M. improved
Evans
& So.n
of
James
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pierce's little
Smith, during the week. They have
from Mechanic Falls is with Fast Hiram was broken and entered on»
grandson
N.
passed their summer at Jefferson,
night the past week, also the ticket office
them enjoying a tine visit.
H. They were here three years ago.
Mrs. Smith now intends to return to at Bridgton Junction in Hiram on the
notice
his
Newcomb
is
working
Harry
Massachusetts to spend the winter
with Foster and will go to Philadelphia
t ti»« da,
months.
the first of October where he intends to
Mrs. Cassia Perkins is in Canton for and night. The crop is a good one.
take a course in dental college. Mr.
The Universalist church held a verj
the present.
and Mrs. Newcomb leave town the last
Belle DeCosta is expected home to pleasant and successful fair on Thursday
of the month.
for the benetit of the church.
6
evening
house for her father this fall.
The ladies of Harry Rust W. K. C. keep
in Hiram. Sept.
17th, by
Mr. J. J. Fuller is visiting his two
will hold their annual sale Thursday
in Vinalhaven; he has been Llewellyn A. Wadswortb, Esq., Mr
daughters
afternoon and evening, Sept. 28. There
andIMisi
Bertwell
Charles
Thurlough
with them three weeks, and will remain
will be sold aprons, comforters, sofa
Phebe Agnes McLucas, both of Hira
a short time more.
etc. A baked bean supper will
Gilead.
e served at 6:30.
Newry.
A. L. Bartlett of Lynn, Mass., is with
Ε. E. Whitney of Bethel was in town
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Thurston are makhis Norway friends for a short time.
ing an extensive tour through the West. Friday in hie auto.
Friday morning Cyrus Reed of Welch·
M. R. Bennett went to Norway Wedto return the first week in
ville and James Paul of South Paris for Expect
nesday to attend Oxford County fair.
October.
intoxication were fined <£> and costs in
Mrs. William Peabody left for WaterVisitors at Kellogg's camp and Poplar
the Municipal Court and in default of
Hotel are returning to their homes and ville Wednesday.
Thomas
payment were committed;
Norway
the place seems quite deserted.
Joseph Lary and wife went to vftTWai
Burke for larceny of a watch, having
Few people, comparatively, attended the first of the week.
returned it, was fined $1 and costs which the state and
been
who
has
Miss May Peabody,
county fairs. A large
he paid; Michael O'Connell and Julian
attendance is anticipated at Bethel fair stopping with friends here in town, has
Moyinham, for gambling, paid a tine next week. It is hoped the weather will 'e
and costs of $13.94 each.
wife and son, went to
he favorable.
Vivian M. Akers has gone to New
The corn factory at Bethel has closed South Paris Wednesday.
in
and
work
school
art
Vork to attend
for this year. Much corn was injnred
Quite a number from the village went
the telephono rooms for the New Vork
by the heavy frost the 13th, some farm- to the county fair this week.
World. He is assisted by Don C. Seitz. ers
losing their entire crop.
East Bethel.
Mrs. George A. Gunn of Danvers,
Mass., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
North Stoneham.
Many from here attended the county
Charles Sargent.
Dennis Adams worked for his brother,
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rowe of WestS. E. Rich returned to Auburn
Adams, of Albany, plowing, Monbrook are in town with their people for Perley
day.
a few days.
Bean has gone to Princeton
Charlie Adams has been at home from
teaching in one of the town schools.
The hillman Shooting Affair Fatal. Bridgton on a vacation.
Miss Rose Kimball is spending a short
Mrs. J. McAllister and son of West
Dwight Hillman, the 10-year-old boy, Lovell and Mrs. Andrews from Beverly, vacation with her sister in Lynn, Mass.
son of Lewis Hillman of Rumford Falls,
Mr». Π. L. Holland little son,
Mass., visited at Elden McAllister's and
who was accidentally shot on the 14th,
at Wm. Gammon's Sunday.
Leroy, leturned home to Massachusetts
died Wednesday, the 20th. The boy and
L. J. Gammon went to Bridgton last
a companion about his age, a son of
and Mrs. F. D. Bartlett of Berlin,
week with butter for which he found
Samuel Young, were playing with a gun,
ν
H visited here last week.
sale.
when the other accidentally discharged good
Mrs. Melinda Bean has been spending
W. W. Durgin has bought a pair of
it into the Hillman boy's body. Oo the
a few days
here, called here by the
steers of II. B. McKeen.
day of the accident ISO shot were removdeath of her sister, Mrs. Olive Bartlett.
It
ed from young Hillman's person.
Byron.
was found necessary on Sundty to perWilson's Mills.
Dr. and Mrs. S. Taylor attended the
this
From
form a surgical operation.
S W Bennett was through here regrove meeting at Mexico Sunday. Owing
was
it
and
rallied
the boy
supposed to the damp, unpleasant weather the cently 'with a party of gentlemen from
nicely
he was on a fair way to recovery, but an
was held in the school house on v«w York-Dr. Stines, Arthur
Levy,
unfavorable turn came on suddenly and meeting
Goldman and Hosmer. They
the grounds, which was well filled, extra
he died.
in.
had been a round trip of all the lakes
seats

morning.

(SunCû (SoEmaÀ·

amwt-

with the Method"® society Saturday
ingPwïkSLMethodX

brSTtllul

Denmark.

being brought

pl^UM^TlderngP»reone held

The corn crop of Buckfield is abundant
prtronag.
and is being hustled to the corn factory
estate of
on all streets in great fashion.
table 0»
FRANK P. GOODWIN, late of Hiram,
Buckfield patronized the county fair A sale table of useful articles win oe
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
in liberal numbers on Thursday and Fribonds as the law directs.
demtnds against the estate of said deceased are
reunion of the
day, going early and staying late. They
desired to present the same for settlement, and
Τ
famUiAfl will be held it all Indebted thereto are
report a grand fair and a good time.
requested to make payThursday, ment Immediately.
M. GOODWIN.
ELIZA
190ft.
19th,
Sept.
Greenwood.
There will be picnic dinner
NOTICE.
How rapidly nature is decorating what
in West 1-ari. poet
the poet Bryant called God's first temThe subscriber hereby gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of the
ple—the forest, and Jack Frost is doing office Sept 21st:
of
estate
Miss Leah tirlfflth.
the most of the work. The frost on the
RKBECCA H. GILPATRICR, late of Hiram,
W.Glbbe.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
morning of Sept. 15 was pretty general .las.
Mies Edna PurvU.
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
about here, but by no means equal to
Off6D 1)· Rich.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
Freedom S. Strout.
the one we had about 15 years ago on
to present the same for settlement, and
desired
Alton Thomas.
the Gth of the same month. We have
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payUoacoe P. Wiley.
ment
immediately.
lived here SO years come November,
IVA GILPATRICK.
Sept. 19th, 1905.
have planted corn of some kind every
when
was
the
and
that
only year
season;
THE
i8 visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L>.
our corn crop proved nearly a failure.
CLEANSING
Ransom Cole had nearly three acres of
nongbton of I-aria i·· AND HEALING
burnt land corn at the same time, and I
τι
Qt
(
Brown's tbis week.
CURE FOR
got nothing but the fodder and that in a
a large crowd went from bere to
much damaged condition.
Mrs. £. L. Dunham started for the
tbe
Bradbury
Is
baby show Tuesday morning and return- millinery openings at Portlan
ed home just as the clock struck 12

East Hebron.

The grange served a conundrum supBurglary at Mechanic Falls.
per at the last meeting, but as the memin
the
safe
the
post bers returned looking hungrier than
Burglars blew
office at Mechanic Falls Friday night. when they left home, we concluded that
The safe was a complete wreck ana all the conundrums were not very "filling"
the contents are missing. The amount, or that
they were not very accurate
however, does not exceed 920.00 or guessers.
930.00, as a portion of the stamps and
George Taylor has finished his job at
money are kept elsewhere. The build- the mill at Andover and returned home.
ing was considerably damaged. Several
V. D. Taylor of South Rangeley spent
persons heard the explosion, but attach- a short time in town Tuesday.
ed no importance to it, and the break
Lovell.
was not discovered until β o'clock in the

^NewYoKd

Footwear

Carpet Room

Our

Bethel.
Gleason returned from a
occupied his pul-

\

η

«

ι

SET 600-POUND PLATFORM

SCALES.

WILL BE SOLD AT

COST—OR CHEAPER.

J. P. Richardson,
South Paris, Maine.

The Largest and Finest Line of Piano lessons given day evening. Reasonable
Garments we have ever shown. Mrs. Parmenter, Piano Instructor.
rates.

or

LADIES' COATS from... .$5.00
CHILDREN'S COATS from $1.75

Our Furs will

speak

to
to

$50.00
$11.00

SEPARATE WAISTS in Cotton,
Silk and Velvet.

Call and

we

ue.

leave order at Dr. Parmenter's

more.

S. B. 4. IS, PRINCE,
Maine

Office, Norway.

OF

GLASSES

Veiling, Mohair,

will show you these and much

Optical

ALL STYLES

are

Our line of UNDERFLAN-

Norway,

or

for themselves.

We are showing a line of VELVET SUITS that
well worth the $10.50 we ask for them.

Cold weather is upon
NELS is complete.

Write

*

On

Easy Weekly Payments

DR. A. DeWITT PARMENTER, Eye Specialist.

All glasses made according to Prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed. Mauy
work.
living testimonials. EYES TESTED FREE. All kinds of Optical repair
I MAKE OPTICS A SPECIALTY. 15 years experience. Consult me about your

DR. ΡΗΤΗ, GRADUATE 0PM,

17 Next Door

to

I

Hobbt' Variety

Store,/îorway,

Maine.

they have produced have added material strengthened by the addition of Raweon
]y to the hall ahow. The results obtain and Lord of Portland, Clason who play=
I
ed this year were by no means inferloi ed with Gardiner this season, and Bearce,
(Continued from page 10
so well known about here, while tho
worl
made by A. W. Walker & Son of South to those of former ycare, and the
SOUTH PABIS.
was fini she· I with
quite reaeonabU Lewlston team had several men from the
Paris, anil comprised some forty ma
Maine Trolley League, Boardman of the
I chines, ranging from the simplest form promptness.
tiftAKD ΓΗΙ .ΝΚ KAILWAT.
Paris Grange occupied the same spac< Haverhill team of the New England
I of level land plow up to the most im
and Lowell of Norway
Commencing Jane 18,1906,
I proved gasoline engine. A leading as for several years, which was verj League, Hayes
The game
of South Paris.
I feature is the International manuw tastefully decorated. The drapiBgs wer« and Bonneyone
TKAL.NS LKAVK SOUTH f Alt18
and many difficult plays
in white and delicate shades of pink aoo was a fine
controlled by a single lever.
A. M., (dallr, Sun·!»' •β
spreader,
east)—1:51
town
i.jlng
about 500 yards of bunting being were made with the greatest ease. LewM., 4.04 P. M. Sunday oui Γι I Then there are plows of all kinds, wood green,
Included). 9 +4 A.
used for the work. The general com iston won in the fifth tuning by combinM.
P·
M
a.
I
hold
and
beam and steel beam, hand
; 4··
a SI 3 -je i*. m., 10:13
mittee of this grange consisted of Ο. K< ing two singles and a three-base-hit with
liolng up (wrt)—10:07
sulky, disk harrows, spring tooth har- Clifford, the master,
ilally, Sundays Included}. Sunday on)
m
with Howard A, two errors by the Oxford outfield, closM.
I
P.
43
rows, smoothing harrows, cultivators,
111 .►> A. M..
Swan and Charles Edwards, who ap ing the inning with 3 rnne which won
I
and
so
on.
com
planters, potato planters,
soiTH i'akis post urnes.
such sub committees as thej the game. It was not until the ninth
j The Geo. B. Haskell Co. of Lewistou pointed
p. M.
Oxford could score. Pike
Office IK'Ure : 7 30 A. M. to 7.30
I showed quite a number of implements, wished, and they placed the direction ol inning that
the artistic work of decoration in the singled, Foss and Adams sacrificed, and
CHURCHES.
a mannre spreader, a harvestincluding
bands of Miss Mattie Richards.
The DeWolfe singled, scoring Pike, Clason
Bal< 1 I
K!r-t Congregational Church, Rev. Α. Κ.
er, a double row corn planter, several
effect produced does credit to the choice. followed with a single putting DeWolfe
Preaching service», 10 43 a. m an I
Pastor
and a sulky plow of which they
harrows,
P.
I
Y.
S.
C.
12
M.;
School
i· m., Sunday
Frederick Robie Grange of Otisfield on third, but was thrown out when he
make a specialty, and on which a num!· *· ; Church prayer meeting on Tuesd* y
The score:
used
a patriotic scheme of decoration tried to make second.
not ctherwlse coi I
AU,
"o'clock.
7
at
ber of years' work has been put to perevening
for its space in red, white and blue buntLKWISTON.
noted, are cordially Invited. A.
Clifford, Pasto f. I feet it.
V.thodlst Church, Rev. H.
with crossed flag»· An oil portrait
A. E.
Α Β. Β. B.H. Ρ.Ο
9 30 Α. m I
Two gasoline engines, in operation ing,
Οιι Sunday, morning prayer meeting
0
0
0
0
1
4
of Ex-Governor Robie, for whom the Hayes. If
Sabbath Scho* '■ near the entrance
a.
43
10
m.;
service
were shown by
hlD«
gate,
*
®
4
β.β
M
β 15 p.
is named, formed the centrepiece Penley.
?
1
grange
!.' >1.; kp worth League Meeting
0
I
2
1
1
5
Lunf, Moss & Co. of Boston.
BoarUman, 3-b
mee
of the exhibit. The committee in charge Lowell, 2-b
eveiilrtg prayer meeting 7 00 p. u.; prayerFrlda ï
0
2
β
0
1
4
The Worcester Kemp manuie spreader
rue-lay evening; class meeting,
li
0
0
1
0
14
4
of this work was made up of C. O. Mar- Bonney, 1-b
was shown by J. E. Quinby of Auburn,
evening.
0
ο
0
2
1
8
F. E. Stone, J. H. Edwards, Mrs. C. Spark·, ρ
Rev. J. Wallace Chesbn ''
tin,
Baptist Church.
0
0
I
0
0
1
4
c.f
agent.
<»n Sunday, preaching service 10 43 /
O. Martin, Mrs. P. C. Greenleaf, Miss Huntington,c
ρ,-ιι
0
1
0
1
0
8
McManue,
F. H. Beck of Norway exhibited a
Υ. Ρ S. C. Ε., β.·2β
oath Sehool lâ

ïhc &xtovd

Ocmocvs

η

UONE OF THE BEST YET

■

<

Solomon H Mlllett, Norway, 3; C R Pen -1 ble», Granville Porter, South Parla, $8;
H Tucker,
ley, Sour h Paris, 2; heifer 3 years, C I ; IW H Porter, Norway, 5; W
of squashes, Ε
Penley, 3; Solomon II Millett, 2; belfe r I Buck field, 3; best display
Τ
2 years, C A Itichardson, Greenwood, 3 ; 11' Crockett, South Parle, 75c; W
11 Arthur Robbies, 2, 1; heifer 1 year I Knightly, South Paris, 50; Ο C Hussey,
Π Λ Ruhbiuc, 3; Solomon Η Millett, 2 Buckfield, 25; best squash, C G Preocb,
best die·
1; heifer calf, Solomon Η Millett, 3; L [ I Norway, 50; W Τ Knightly, 25;
I play pumpkins, onions, watermelons,
A Robbine, 2,1.
4 years ο r I muskmelons, citrons, tomatoes, celery,
Grade Ayrsbires.—Cow
loaulifiower, beets, turnips, cabbages,
over, W Η and G H Dunn, Norway, 5 ;
Arthur Dow, South Paris, pump·
Grant C Royal, South Paris, 3;Ο Κ Clif ! carrots,
-I kins, 50; Homer I) Tubbs, Nprway,
ford, South Paris, 2; heiferS years, M muskmelons, 75; Frankliu Maxim, South
H and G ϋ Dunn, 3; Grant C Royal, 2 j
same, onions, 50; John
W Η and G Η Dunn, 1 ; heifer 2 years J Paris, beets, 50;
heifer 1 year Martin, South Paris, watermelons, 75;
W Η and G H Dunn, 3;
South
Paris, plum tomatoes,
W H and G H Dunn, 3; 2; Β M Fisk Abby Swan,
W Τ Knightly, S Paris, display
North Waterford, 1; heifer calf, W Fi 25;
Walter
I
Buck, Norway, 2
and G H Dunn, 3; Carroll King, Soutl ! cabbages, 75;
carrots, 25; same, field pumpkins, 75;
Paris, 2; F W Noyes, 1.
Stephen Spaulding, North Buckfield,
Grade Jerseys.—Milch cow 4 years old tomatoes, 75; same. Prize Taker onor over, Henry J Merrill, South Paris, I
ions, 75; Β F Cnmmings, South Paris,
$5; Carroll R King, South Paris, 3; Ly- display pumpkins, 25; same, turnips, 75;
man S Merrill, South Paris, 2.
South
Ε Ε

Ρ Κ Bradbury, 25; best epeolmen tatted
work, Mr· F Η Camming·, Norway, 60,
beat specimen drawn work, Lotta Rich
ardioD, 25; Per·!· Swan, Soutb P«i«,50,
Mae L Perkin·, South Parle, 10, Sadie
Millett, Norway, 15; beet
Mr· Ralph Traek, 60; Mr· J J Emeley,
South Paris, 15; Mr· G W Cave, Norway.
15; Giace Stuart, 8outh Pari·, 10, Emma Haakell, 25; be«t doily, Mra Harry Ε
Fuller, Norway, 35; Grace L Bennett,
Norway, 10; Mr· J J Emeley, lo, Mra
Mary Needbam, Norway, 10; Sadie Millett, 10; Mi·· Ε M Davi·, Pari·, 10; beet
lady'· turn-over collar, Emma W Ha·
keli, 50; beet Uble cover, Mre J 8
Wright, South Pari·, 25; Gra°e L Bennett, 10 Mrs Geo Libby, SouthPane, 10,
Grace Stuart, 10; Ml·· Ε M DaVie, 50,
beet bureau scarf, Mr· J S Wright, 50,
Mrs C H Dawning, Norway, 25; beet fan
cy pillow, Mrs Τ Ρ Richardson, Norway,
10; Lotta Richardeon, 20; Mrs G F
Frost, β0; Mrs G W Cave, 30; Mra C H
Downing, 10; Mr· S Ε Jackson South
Parie, 15; Marguerite Swan, South Parle, 20; Mabel Allen, Bryant · Pond, 10,
Claribel DeCoster, Norway, 10;
Frost Hall, Norway, 10; Mr· Ε A Record,
Norway, 10; beet fancy pillow, Mr· Ε A
Record, 10; Grace L Bennett, *5, Mrs
Frank Lovejoy, Norway, 30; Mr· trank
Dunham, Soutb
con, Norway, 10; Sadie Ε Ml"ett'
Ruth Bolster, Soutb Paris, 2o, Mrs Flor
ence Stone, Norway, 10; bent
Mrs Τ Ρ Richardson, 25; Mrs C Η
Downing, 10; Mrs J J Emeley, 10; Lotta Richardson, 15; best handkerchief, Mrs Ned
Cross, Norway, 10; Mr· Eva G French,
Oxford, 15; Mae Perkins, 25; Mrs Persis
Swan, 10; Grace Thibodeau, Norway, 10,

center^oe,

Doa't ti<t Foot «ore ! Act All»'· Foot-Em·
A wonderful powder that cures tired, aching,
swollen, sweating feet and make· new or ttgnt
«hoe· eaey. Ask to-day for Allen*· root-Baae.
At all Drngglsta and 8hoe 8torea. 28 eta. Don't
accept any substitute.

The Public Library.
PLEASE

"HEAD, REFLECT, AND
LY
DIOE8T.,r

INWARD

A word of explanation is perhaps nee
essary with reference to the new rulei
governing the public library. It will tx
readily understood that since the librarj
was made free, there has been a large
increase in patronage, so, to avoid con
fusion and give to all an equal amount ol
privilege and attention, thus proving the
worth and benefit of the library to itt
it is essential that the room be
ept as quiet as practicable. The noticet
in evidence, "No talking aloud," do no(
mean that borrowers may not ask all
Decessary questions of the librarian, buf
that it should be done as quietly a» convenient, and that all unnecessary conver-

Born.
In Paris, Sept. 15, to tUe wife of Scott O.
Colbv, α eon.
In South Paris, Sept. So. to the wife of Bobert
Tufts, a κοη
In Bethel, Sept. 9, to the wife of II. M. Tarwell, a son.
In Brownlleld, Sept. 14, to the wife of Bert
Perrr, a son.
In East Oxford, Sept. 14. to the wife of A. D.
Uagnee, a eon.
In Kezar Kails, Sept. 15, to the wife of Archie
McDanlcls, a son
In Upton, Sept 7, to the wife of Adam Clarke,

Satrons,

a eon.
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ever did, on these grounds.
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H. R. Bennett. Norway, White Wyan- only
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R.
Can·.
of
colb
G.
the
rest
the
and
Dunn,
Paul
tobacco
Boone,
Bethel
g.,
plaute,
and sundry
Professor W. Scott Wight of
North Turner, 0
3 1 1 1 Millett, Norway, 3; oow, A J Λ F L Mil- Paris, 8, H R Berry,
Mrs Ρ Κ Brad- black hood and various
Soutb
ton
25;
Paris,
Emely,
of
a
varied
assortment
included
in
lection
the
few
over
days
has been in town for a
Gaslight, ro. g., F. O. Walker, Ruinforti
lett, β: heifer 1 year, J S & J Η Millett, Sweepstakes, Charles Freeman, Norway, bury, 15; Hattie Crooker, Norway, 15; bandages, and was making passes him
1 5 5 3
Falls
interest of the Maine Music Festival, all kinds of crops and vegetables.
A J & F L Millett, 2; heifer calf, F F 12; Carl M Heald, Bucklield, 10; L & best crocbet dqiley, Mabel Allen, Bry- tbe youngster's bead to hypnotize
4 2 S 3;
A.
was
raised
blk
Portland,..4
C.
Smith,
the
Λ
s.,
on
Julian,
Portland
by
in
"jumbo pumpkin"
which will be held
that he might "plunge a knife through
Turner, Buck field, 3.
Harlow, South Paris, 3.
ant's Pond, 25; Mrs W S Stearns, Nor- so
Major M.. b. g., Alvln Brown, Upper..
"I
3 3 3 4
!»th, 10th and 11th of October. For this Arthur Dow, a boy of nine years.
Gloucester,
Russell Β Swift, Wesl way, 15; Lotta Richardson, 10; Mrs G W his wrist without hurting him."
2 years
Poultry—Fowls,
Ayrshires—Bull
Thoroughbred
case of curiosities and
Choice line of the newest materials and
An
has
interesting
W.
Professor
ch.
Κ.
Hunt,.
Chapman
have him do that to me, by
g.,
wouldn't
Sprague Nutwood,
year's festival
1
Sonth
Eva
Lester
Mrs
South
$1
Paris,
Mrs
Ned
R
Cross,
Paris,
Henry,
10;
;
Paris,
$8;
10;
King,
Cove,
5 2 4 5 or over, Carroll
was exhibited by Mrs. C. H.
Portland
the
of
half
dozen
a
antiquities
secured
an
not only
remarked
unsophisticated byW A Heraey, Norway, 0; bull 1 year, W Η Ε Lovejoy, Norway, 4.40; John ( French, 20; best infants jacket, Emma Gee,"
Time, 2:25 1-4, 2Π8 1-4, 2:27 1-4. 2 riS 1-4.
most celebrated solo artists of the coun- Downing of Norway.
stander with a shudder, "for ten thouH & G H Duun, Norway, 0; C S Hayes Twombly, Norway, 1; LI Gilbert, Nor Haskell, Soutb Paris, 50; Annie Edwards
Handsome displays of mixed cut
2:35 CLASS, TROT AS1» PACK. I-UR8E $125.
all
outdone
has
years
but
previous
sand
dollars."
try,
<& Son, Oxford, 4; bull calf, Benjamin way, 2; Bort Flint, North Waterford, tJO 25; Mrs Emma French, Oxford, 25; best
were made
by Mrs. Stover of Rosamond, g. m., F. B. Hldeuut,
Flannel ûowns.
ONE LOT infants' coats of eider down
by arranging for the matchless Mme. dowers
4 2 111
Mooclon, Ν. I»
3; Β M Greeley, West Vernon D Robinson, West Paris, 1.50; A infants socks, Mrs Ella Young, 25; EmOne of the pleasant episodes of the
F.inma Karnes to'appear. She will sing South Paris and Mrs. George B. Stone Klwlu L b g., W. B. Stone, I*ovell, 1 1 2 3 S Tucker, Norway,
in white, blue, pink and red, large
R
Bennett
H
best
South Paris, 1;
Tuttle,
ma Haskell, 15; Mrs Eva French, 10;
of outing is bettor and
Tucker,
4;
The
was on Thursday afternoon, when
6,
fair
cow,
Paris,
2,
1;
Benjamin
dahand
fine
show
of
a
West
quality
of
Paris,
Relna H likes, J. A. brooks, Portat the concert of Wednesday evening,
Valerie and Eleanor Mc table mats, Mrs Eva French, 75; Sadie Moeee Young—the only Moses—was
collar trimmed with silk braid and more
3 3 3 2 ! W H & G H Dunn, 2; heifer 3 years, Norway, 1;
land
than over.
style
Oct. 11. Orders for seats for this or any lias by Fred II. Cummings of Norway.
F
Parliu
A
1.
Mrs
S
W
Chicks,
$1.98
Josephine, C. L. Abb tt,
Millett, Norway, 10; bost tidy,
....
Benjamin Tucker, 5; W H & G H Dunn, Alllster, Norway,
presented with a new bat by the trustees ribbon,
other of the concerts will be taken by Mrs. Stover also exhibited a quantity of Lady
2 die.
GllbertvlUe,
3, 2; heifer3 years, Benjamin Tucker, 5; South Paris, 1.00; Russell Β Swift, Wesi Stearns, 25; Mrs Eva French, 00; Mrs G of the society, Hon. James S. Wright
ONE LOT gowns of good outing, plain
Miss Grace Thayer, who has a plan of potted plants.
Time, 2:29; 2:261-4; 2.-24 1-2; 2:31; 2:3314.
Paris
South
Winslow
Ned
Mrs
Mr.
2
heifer
bear
of
H
Thayer,
50;
F Frost, Norway, 20;
Cross,
W H & G
skin,
yeais, Pails, 40;
Dunn, 3, 2;
making the presentation speech.
ONE LOT children's coats
wbite and colore, full sizes, high neck,
the hall at her store.
CANNED C.OODS IN qiANTITY.
237 CLASS, THOT. PUKSK $200.
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Η
South
best
John
at
each
1;
been
1
Martin,
Paris,
heifer
A
H
afghan,
several
for
H
&
G
Stone,
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has
W
Dunn, 3, 2,1;
Norway,
year, 2.20;
lined
years
Mary
Young
gray,
In white, brown and
75c.
value,
John
Twom
C
Exhibit.
Ε
Added
good
and
&
75.
of
oxen
seems to be a canned goods Belva Sorceress, g. m., R. O. JorH
1.60;
Ν
heifer
W
"This
Mrs
C
Lovejoy,
Norway,
several
Tucker,
Tubbs,
with
calf,
3;
fair
Beujamin
yokes
1 2 2 1]
Andrews and Starbird Reunion.
dan, Buckdeid,
throughout, full back, 2 to β years,
G Η Dunn, 3.
bly. Norway, 1.00; Bert F Flint, W Paris Mis W S Stearns, 35; Mrs G W Cave, 35, steers, and with him have come a numyear," was a con mon remark as people Cassandra, b. m Ira B. Page,
of
ONE
LOT
plain
heavy
Starbird
gowns
of
the
outing,
reunion
The annual
$3.98
2 112!
Vernon D Robinson, West Paris, 1; A Mrs Ne<i Cross, 50; Mrs Eva French, 50; ber of his neighbors, bringing a string
Casco.
came in sight of the pyramids of that
Thoroughbred Jerseys—Bulls 2 year· 1;
colors and stripes, trimmed yoke and
Time 2:27 1-4; 2:24 1-2; 2:26; 2 .-27 1 4; 2:26 1 4.
and Andrews families will be held as attractive line of food articles. There
A Tuttle, South Parle, 1; H R Bennett Mae L Perkins, 10; Marguerite Swan,
generally of about twenty yoke. In
or over, S M King, South Paris, $8, 0, 4;
Paris, was three times as much as shown in
usual at Grange Hall, South
Ε P. Crockett, South Paris South Paris, 10; Mrs Cbas Walker, Nor- consideration of tbe interest which this ONE LOT coata of novelty goods, large
full length, alliizes,
60;
PRKK KOK-ALL, THOT AMD PACK. PUKSK $250.
Norway,
98c.
'neck,
M
bull
S
1
S
bull
calf,
King, β, 4;
year,
2.
Thursday, Sept. 28th, and a good time is some former years.
Ducks, Clifford Richardson, Wee1 way, 15; Mrs λ D Littlebale, West Paris, has added to the fair, the presentation
Cora, b in. by Kerfew, 1. R. Morrill,
M King, 3, 2, 1; cow, S M King, 0, 4, 2;
sleeve, largo collar and cufT trimmed ONE LOT SKIRTS, full width with
1
1
1
looked for. These family reunions are
Brunswick,
Fred
South
Paris
LeBarron,
Pari·, 1;
Mrs. Ambrose F. Swift had the largest
Mr. Wright mounted the
was made.
15, Mrs J W C'iute, South Paris, 50t
>ni0 S., ch. g., H. 8. Coburn, Lewiston,...2 3 ! heifer 3 years, S M King, 6 8; Carroll R
with silk braid and velvet, full length,
a very pleasant feature of our twentieth
40. Geese, Mrs G Β Stone, West Paris
flounce, embroidered, white and
Committee—Mrs. E. W. Penley, Mrs. pile of stone on tbe drag at tbe drawing
collection, comprising over eighty cans San Telmo, br. g. by Arlon, W. B. Stone,
2; heifer 2 years, S M King, S, 2, 1;
King,
$7.50
G
Β
Tur
to 14 years,
Mrs
1.
β
3
4
!
century life and should be more largely and glasses of all kinds of products.
Lovell
Stone,
several lengths,
1; young geese,
Cbas. Crosby.
50c.
which is the scene of Mr. Young's
colors,
M
heifer
S
1
heifer
ring,
3,
1;
2,
King,
year,
attended than they are. Any one going
Mrs. F. H. Perry of Norway showed a Little Glimmer, b. g., C. M. Stuart, West
and with a few gracefully
keys, Mrs G Β Stone, 1; young turkeys
Twelve other styles at prices from 29c.
5 2 ( calf, S M King, 3, 2, 1.
Needlework—Best speoimen of plain best efforts,
other styles and prices up to
Gray
once will
Many
certainly wish to go again. collection of thirty-nine varieties.
Β
1.
Minnie
Jor
Mrs
G
Stone,
over.
Rabbits,
the
turned
sentences
gift
Lady My, ro. in., F. B. Hideout, Moncton,
hand sewing, Mrs Ρ Κ Bradbury, Nor- worded
There will be a literary entertainment
up.
4 5 Iί
Thoroughbred Guernseys—Bull 2 years dan, Norway, 40.
912.50.
Mrs. C. H. Downing of Norway, a
». B.
The response of the recipient was charCome one! Come all! Pei collection
way, 50c; Mrs C M Downing, Norway,
as usual.
Time, 2:18; 2:1β; 2:161-4.
or over, J S A J Η Millett, Norway, $8.
Committee.—A. E. Shurtleff.
hie direct way of doing
of
comprising fifty-seven varieacteristic
beet specimen
Swan,
15;
Abby
25;
order of the committee.
for the
ties.
Grade Holsteine—Milch cow 4 years
GOOD BA8K BALL GAMES.
Agricultural Implements—Best Swiv patchwork by girl lot over 16 years, Eva things. He said: "I thank ye
£. E. Field.
Mrs. Levi Richardson of Norway,
or over, Benjamio Tucker, Norway, $5; el
W Walker A Son, Soutl 1 G Richardson, West Paris, 25; beetspec- hat."
Plough—A
was played each day
of
ball
A
game
sixty-five varieties.
FWNuyes, Norway, 8; C R Penley, Paris, $200; Ο Κ Clifford, Soutl linen art embroidery, Lotta Richardson,
The Rest of the Fairs.
GOT OFF CHEAP.
Large and attractive collections wen the Lewiston Athletic· being a party tc South Paris, 2; heiferS years, Charles A Paris, 1.00
Best
Land
Plough, 1
with
thi
the
20; Mrs W S Stearns, Norway,
all
ami
at
They
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Canton
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fairs
week's
*N.
Thibodeau
This
of Soatt
also shown by
Pride, Norway, 3; C R Penley, 2; Benja- C Merrill, South Paris, 2. Best Seei 1 Norway,
He may well think, he has got off
Mrs G F Frost, Norway, 10; Mrs G
on Wednesday and Friday, anc
Oxfords
15;
Thursand
Mrs.
B.
of
West
and
Stone
Wednesday
Paris
Bethel, Tuesday,
min Tucker, 1; heifer 2 years, Benjamin
George
plough, A W Walker & Son, South, Paris ■ W Cave, Norway, 80; Mrs J F Swain, cheap, who, after having contracted
with the Hebrons on Thursday. As ii
day. Next week, Oct. 3, 4 and 5, is th< Paris.
Tucker, 3; Charles Η Brett, Oxford, 2; 1. Best horse hoe, A W Walker & Son > Norway, 10; Mrs Ralph Trask, Norway, constipation or indigestion, is still able
the custom, all the teams played th< 1 Charles A Pride,
1
West Oxford fair at Fryeburg, and oi
Η
1; heifer 1 year, C
South Paris, 50c. Best harrow, A V 35; best specimen Battenburg, Mrs Ε M to perfectly restore his health. Nothing
THK ORANGE EXHIBITS.
best men they could get hold of.
Charles A Pride, 2; Benjamio Walker & Son, South Paris, 50.
Friday and Saturday, Oct. ti and 7, is the
Brett,
3;
Mrs
Two of the strongest teams that evei
Ralph Trask, 50; will do this but Dr. King's New Life
For a number of years liberal pre
Davis, Paris, 75;
North Waterford fair, which closes u[
Tucker, 1; heifer calf, Benjamin TuckCommittee —Alvin Brown.
Mrs F Ν Wright, South Paris, 25; best Pills. A quick, pleasant, and certain
ι miums for grange exhibits have induce< played on the fair grounds, was the ver
the season for Oxford County.
A
1.
Charles
er, 3;
Pride, 2,
the granges of this vicinity to show not t diet of nearly all who saw the game be
Vegetables and Farm Crops—Best as specimen Dacbess lace, Emma Haskell, cure for headache, constipation, etc.
Grade Hereford·—Milch oow 4 years sortment
Piano lessons given, Mrs. Parmenter ! only their products but their skill in ar tween Lewiston Athletics and Oxford a ;
vegetable·, orops raised thi South Paris, 50; best specimen jewel 25c at F. A. Shurtleff &, Co.'·, drag store,
Η
Read ad.
ranging than, and the effects whicl ι the grounds Wednesday. Oxford wai , or over, Arthur Bobbins, Norway, $5; season, field crop· and garden vegeta work, Susie M Walker, Norway, 50; Mrs South Paris, Wait Paris. Guaranteed.
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REACH THE SPOT.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

—

To

Carpets

Wool

cure an

aching back*

The pains of rheumatism.
The tired-out feelings,
Ton uiust reach the spot—get at the

cause.

In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the kid-

neys.

to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Charles Bierbach, stone contractor,
living at 2625 Chestnut St, Erie, Pa,
two
"For
says :

years I had kidney
trouble, and there
was such a severe
through my
pain

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

St?.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

DeWitt
4B

DeWItt U tt· mm· to look for*hec
Sal»·.
CO to bur Witch Hail
DeWttt'» Witch Hazel Safcr· 1* the

^
>V

*

row

fl

Hué U mill from th· unadvUtrated

Witch-Hazel
Iml-

Ail other· ν· counterfeits—be*
even
cheap *"d worthless
daneejw*. DeWltfaWitch Hazel Sal»·
f· ■ apedflc for Pi lee: Blind. Bieedlnf.
—

was

rest at
night, arising in the
unable

M I H morning

to

SALVE

Ε. W.

ar

Eastern Steamship Company.1
Also
Portland Division.

CHANDLER,

Fare «1.BQ.

Window dt Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

steamers of this line leave

Franklin Wharf, Portland, anil India
Wharf, boston, daily (except Sunday) at

Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.

AU cargo, except Live Stock, via the
of this Company, is insured
against tire and marine risk.

CHANDLER,

W.

E.

7 P. M.

Maine

"Vest Sumner

Franklin

Eyes

a. m.

to 4 p. m.

Examined free.

No

cocoa

strength.

in

loaded

with

Cocoa

ground

shells, Hour, starch,

is

vored

Mouldings s,JL

SOUTH PARIS.

Ι01£Τ5Η0ΝΕΓ^>1ΑΚ
PmwI·
If
Mil
frwwU

cocoa

Jn faLie

or

cocoa-

1 tn history:

ar

my

The Walter M.

11

No. -47.—Logogrlph.
Whole 1 mean to discourse upon; be
head and transpose and I am a degrtn
of value; transpose again and I am n
weed; trauspose again and 1 am tc
rend; lustly. behead me and 1 am e

other

part of the head.

possible.

price.

in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

L. M. TUFTS,

Peel

No. H4M,—Klddlemeree.
First le in catch, but not in toss;
Second In vine, but not In moss;
Third Is tn root, but not in leaf:
Fourth Is In rock, but not In reef;
Fifth Is In union, but not in strife;
Sixth Is In cutlass, but not in knife.
When on fun or frolic the boys are

Lowney Co.,

bent.

I'.OSTOX.

At my WUOI.E you will often And then
Intent

—I

U-M».—'Transposition*.
to
The girls say that Edith
No.

NOTICE.
David L. Kenlston and Jesse O. Kenlston art
working farms for me, without lease. In Stone
ham, Maine. All crops grown thereon this vear
and all live stock owned by thein, and by flora
Kenlxton, May 31, I'JttS, except one bay mare ami
her colt bv her side, are now mine. Herbert M
Adams, North Lovell, Maine, alone has my au
thorlty to collect money for pasturage, and tc
crops, and cream, subject
I make sales of sto. k,
to uiy approval, an l collect purchase money
I therefor No milk nor butter to be sold.
ERNEST S. BAKTLETT, Ionia, Mich.

algebraic problems.
My little boy did

—

timid

not

until he was three years old.
As soou as one complains, then
child discovers an
liey

to

—

the I'aiiler.

No. 233.—A Botanical Puzzle: Bay
spruce, stock, straw, beech, hop, caper
maidenhair, yew, sage, damask rose,

pink, tulips, four-o'clock, thyme.
No. 23U.—lYogreeslve Enigma: Inn
ate—Innate.
No. 237.

Quadruple Acrostic: Ini
tlals-dowuward, Brag; upward. Garb,
Finals downward. Drab; upward,
Bard. Crosswords—1. Bind. 2. Roar
—

,arP®' new' buildings and new
equipment throughout, revised courses
it
PLEASE SEND YOUR CATALOGUE of study and increased teaching force,
has the beet facilities in the world foi
FILL OUT. CL'T OFF AND mail TO LS.

ιτιην
ivrmtu
τ INf
liivivn
OKMA11UN
I LL
UI\1N » bb-iti

To

ι

street,

ν

(jity

and women.
young
Never has there been such a demand
for young people who have a thorough
training for business. More than 30 ap·
plications a month are received for Bliss
graduates. Full information togethei
with an illustrated catalogue will be sent
will
upon request. A cad at the school
FALL
convince you of its superiority.
TERM OPENS SEPTEMBER IS.
BUSS COLLEGE, Lewiston, Me.
men

or

town,
State.

—

3. Aria. 4. Garb.
No. 23H.
Apocopes: Hamper, ham
Rattle, rat.
Rueful, rue. Rushlight
—

rash.
No. 239.—Letter Charade: Iron.
No. 240.—An Indian Boy; Apache.

No. 241.—A Cube:
A

Ρ

L

Β

Τ

Ν

J

Α

^

have

more

improvements

than all other ranges

M combined.
<S
Single Damper (patented) ;

worth the
Saves fuel—saves worry.

of the range.

Cup-Joint Oven Flues

;

never

leak.

price

Jν

Λ

V,

Insure bet-

baking.
Improved Dock-Ash Grate (patented) ; makes
better fire—one that will keep over night. Saves fuel.
ter

J*

a

Shelf ; goes on in place of the usual end shelf.
supplementary gas range.
Our New Plain Designs—less nickel ornamentation—are making a hit. Artistic, handsome, easily kept
A

Gas

clean.

SOLD BY

PROGRESSIVE DEALERS.

CASTOR IΑ Λ**·*"»»
Tli KM Yn Han Ahnjs Bought

*

quantity

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

desired.

U

Τ

Β

D

Ο

Β

U

Β
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Β
Α

D
Β

L

Β

V

Β

■
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Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarl)
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse

and all bronchial diseases. Refuse
substitutes. F. ▲. Shartleff ά Co.
ness

A Great Success. Magazine Publisher.
—We've got a great magazine thit
month.
Magazine Editors-Yes, I think it'i
pretty good myself. That story of Scribbler's is a corker.
Magazine Publisher—Oh, I haven't
read anything In your section. But just
look at this ! Two hundred and fourteen
pages of advertising!

Rheumatism, gout, backache, acid
poison, are. results of kidney trouble.
Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea goei

directly to the seat of the disease and
35 cents. F.
cures where all else fails.
A. Shartleff Λ Co. ; Orin Stevens.

Peckem—Why, misery loves

you know.

company,

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the dis

eased kidneys sound so they will elimi
F. A,
□ate the poisons from the blood.
Shurtleff & Co.
Domestic Needs. Husband—Anything
yon want down town to-day, my dear!
Shall I order some more of that self-rai»

SPECIALTY.

ing flour?
Wife—We have plenty left; bat I wish
yon would stop at an intelligence offlcc
and order me a self-rising serrant girl.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
\

Ο

■

S

BO

Τ

Β

Β

Γ

APPLE TORY.

firm cooking apples and
simmer gently until tender in a little
water with a strip of lemon peel, a couple
of cloves and a little sugar. Set aside to

Peel

some

Avoid serions results of kidney oi
bladder disorder by taking Foley's Sid·
nay Cart. I. ▲. Shurtka * Go.
ν

xàrii

A Blood Relation
JobDDie was awakened by a strange
humming, buzzing sound close to bis
bead, and when be got out the sand
that the "sandman" had put in bis
eyes he stared about him. There.on
the bottom of the bed was a fearful
hobgoblin, so Johnnie thought, with
big round eyes, awfully long legs and
wings and a beak that looked like a
trooper's sword.
"Are you oue of those angola that
mamma

my

said took care of

child,

The census taker rapped at the door
of the little farmhouse and opened his

long book. A plump girl of 18 came to
the door and blinked at him stupidly.
"How many people live here?" he began.
"Nobody lives here. We are only
staying here through the hop season."
"How many of you are there here?"
"I'm here. Father's in the woodshed
and Bill is"—
"See here, girl, I want to know how
many inmates there are in this house.
How many people slept here last night?"
"Nobody elept here, sir, I had the
toothache terrible and my little brother
had the stomach ache, and the new hand
that's helping us got eunburned so on
his back that he has blisters the size of
eggs; and we all took on so nobody
slept a

wink all

night long."

"Allow mo to writ· you
few lines to let yoa know

Made

one bottle of your
'L. F.' Bitters for my blood, and
am pleased to say that I am feel·
tng now as I have not felt for a
lone time, In fact, ten years. I
am recommend In c your True 'L.
p.· Bitters to all my friends and
telling them what good it has
done for me. You may use my
Alfred J.
name If you wish."
Pooler, Fairfield. Maint

riim reel bare taken

Better
than he

had felt

1Π

m

1Cfl

Years

the··
that I

Tlie Kind You Have Always Bought» and which has been
in nee for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
f**
Allow no one to deceive you in this.

—

All Counterfeits, Imitations and " Just-as-good" are but
health of
Bzperiments that trifle with and endanger the
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

The Τrue"L.F/* Atwood'e
Bitiers Cleanse the System
and Purify the Elood «ί· ·>*

little

What is CASTORIA

STATE OF MAINE.

decorate with
of jelly.

whipped

CHATS WORTH

cream

and bits

May 16, to 1 <lay at Rum ford Kails to
meet R. R. Commissioners,... φ 3 00
96
Travel 12 miles
June 5 to 10, to 6 (lays at Blason, Riley, In18 00
cluding Lake roads,
Travel on above, (Inclusive) 172
13 "6
miles,
June 16, to 5 days adj. session at Paris,
state roads at Canton and Peru

Included,

"AIIK ÏOU ONE OF THOSH ANGKLH?"

boys at night?"

bling.

said Johnnie,

trem-

_

'"Cause, if you are. I guess I kin git
along by myself all right. Yon needn't

stay."

Rut the mosquito made a Jab with
its beak at the bedclothes over John
nie'* shins and said loudly: "Cous
iu n-n-u-u. Cousin-u-n-n-n."
I
"Oh. you're a cousin, are you?
wonder which one."
"Z-z-i-m-m-ra," answered the mosquito. buzzing about Johnnie's bend.
"Zim? Ob. I guess you must be that
soldier cousin of mother's, by the looks

His name
of that sword you carry.
was Jim."
"Cousin-n-n n-n!" buzzed the mosquito sharp'}-· "Don't you know yifur

relations?"
"You my relation?" asked Johnnie in

own

amazement.

"How do you make that

out?"
"Oh, easy.

Relations ,ηι-e those who
in them, ain't

have the same blood

they?"
"Yep." assented Johnnie.
"Well, you and I have the same
blood. You bad It, and now I've got It.
I Just tapped you, you know."
Johnnie Just scratched and wonI
earth
dered.—St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

15 00
6 90

miles,...
Buckfleld on app. for
désignation state road
Travel 70 miles,
Aug. 12, to 6 days at Paris, and on defln·
lng limits of highways In the
town of Oxforu. (3 days)
Travel on above, Inclusive, 105
miles,
Aug. 16, to 3 days on pet. Dr. Charles et
ale. to widen highway,
Travel on above, 112 miles
Sept. 8, to 5 days reg. session at Paris,...
Travel on same, 70 miles,

Total travel
June 23, to 1 day at

on

above 87

PUDDING.

Buckfleld village, and that the old location, commencing at a point In said highway at the foot of
the Taylor hill, so called, on the town line be"Several years since my lungs were so tween
Paris and Buckfleld, and running to a
hemorpoint In said highway where the new location
badly affected that I had many
Intersection of the road leading tu
at
ends,
of
M.
Ake
Wood, Carroll R.theKing's
rhages," writes A.
In said Paris, le dungerous and
Ind. "I took treatment with several not required for public travel. We therefore
I
then
benefit.
without
respectfully request that the old location be
any
physicians
bo discontinued.
started to take Foley's Honey and Tai tween the points named may
Parle, Aug. 28,1905.
and my lungs are now as sound as a bulJESSE C. HOWE, ) Selectmen
of
H. I). HAMMOND, {
let. I recommend it in advanced stages
C. W. BOWKER, J Paris.
of lung trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

LUNGS.

core

1905.

FOR

FILLING

CAKE.

LAYER

Grate a large sour Apple and beat it
with the white of an egg and a cupful of
sugar until the mixture looks like
whipped cream and all traces of apple
have disappeared. A spoon, is best to
beat with. Time and patience are required in preparing this dish. As soon
as it begins to thicken add a tablespoon-

Ground

Make a rich biscuit paste and separate
into as many parts as there are dumplings to be made. Two cupfuls of flour
will make six dumplings. Roll each
piece into a round, big enough to cover
an apple, and put into it a peeled and
cored apple. In the hole left by taking
the core out fill with raisins, nuts and a
little jelly, or simply put in sugar with
cinnamon or nutmeg. Bring the sides
of the paste around the apple, pinch
them into shape and steam or bake.
APPLE

SALAD.

Wash and polish red apples of a uniform size and scoop out each center to
make a cup. Heap the cavity with a
mixture of equal parte of apple, celery
and nuts moistened with mayonnaise
dressing. Stick a sprig of celery into
the top of each and stand the apple on a
lettuce leaf.

"I had kidney trouble for years,"
writes Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton,
Wash., "and the doctors could not help
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure, and
me.
the very first dose gave me relief and I
I cannot say too much
am now cured.
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

She Caught Him. Rodrick—Have you
heard the news? Cholly Sapp rescued a
widow from the breakers the other day.
Van Albert—But who is going to res-

cue

A

Cholly?

NEW JERSEY EDITOR'S

TESTI-

MONIAL.

M. T. Lynch, Editor of the PhilipsN. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for coughs
and colds in my family but never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."
F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

burg,

Modern Methods. The Contractor—
What in thunder is the matter with that
carrier you hired? He's let
new hod
another hod of bricks fall to the pavement.

The Foreman—Ob, he learned his
tràde by mail from the Hodcarriers' Correspondence Institute.

OVER.

Good advice to women. If you want a
Pare and slice into an empty plate as beautiful complexion, clear skin, bright
for an ordinary apple pie. Cover with eyes, red lips, good health, take HollisTea. There is
an upper crust and bake, and when done ter's Rocky Mountain
turn upside down on a fresh
plate. nothing like it. 35 cents, Tea or TabSmooth the apple with a knife and lets. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.; Orin
spread over it thickly a bard sauce. Stevens.
Sprinkle with a dash of nutmeg and
If preferred, omit the
"If he got into the pearly gates," says
serve warm.
sauce, but butter the apple and sprinkle a Georgia exchange, "he must have
APPLE

PIE

TURNED

broke in, for nothing could resist the
force with which the mole sent him upPEACH SPONGE.
ward!"
Canned peaches can be used for this

with sugar.

dainty. Strain the juice from one can
and press the fruit through a fine sieve,
then beat it up with the juice and a
small quantity of sugar. Put one ounce
of gelatine in a basin with one-half of a
pint of cream. Let it soak for some
time, then put it in a double boiler over
the fire and stir the contents until the
gelatine has dissolved. Mix the fruit
pulp with the cream and stir it ontil
nearly oold. Beat the whitee of three
eggs to a stiff froth. Stir them in with
the cream and pile up high in the centre of a glass dish.

USED FOR PNEUMONIA.

J. Bishop of Agnew, Mich.,
says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
Tar in three very severe cases of pneumonia with good results in every case."
Refuse substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff &
Co.
Dr. C.

[SEAL.l

Bears the

3 00
5 60

9 00
8 98
15 00
5 60

The Kind You Hare Always Bought
In Use For Over 30 Years.
amciT. new von* err*.

OK OXEORD

To DKAN A.

BALLARD, Dr.

June 5-10, to 6 days on Lake trip and
$ 18 00
hearing at Mason
June

Travel for same, 196 miles

15 68
6 00
3 30

12-13, to 2 days at Paris, adj. session,

Travel for same, 40 miles
June 14-17, to 4 days locating state roads,
Canton and Peru,
Travel for same, 97 miles
June 22-24, to 3 days locating state road at

12 00
7 76

Buckfleld
Travel for same, 95 miles,
Aug. 7-9, to 3 days at Paris, adj. session,.
Travel for same, 40 miles,
Aug. 10-13, to 4 days at Oxford, pet. se-

9 00
7 60
9 00
3 20
12 00
5 20

lectmen

Travel for same, 65 miles,
Aug. 15, to 1 day at Kryeburg, pet. Charles
et ale,
Travel for same, 17 miles,
Sept. 4-7, to 4 days at Paris, reg. session,
Travel for

san

3 oo
1 36
12 oo
6 40

e, SO miles

• 131 40

DEAN A. BALLARD.
South

Parle, September 7, 1905.

COUNTY OF OXFORD

15,10,17, to Canton ami Peru, state
roa<l,3ilays
Travel 86 miles,
June 22,23, to Buckfleld, state road, 2 days,
■Tunc

IS 00
6 88
0 00
2 72
3 00
1 12
6 00
112

Travel 34 miles
24. to Paris, 1 day,
Travel 14 miles
Aug. 8,it, to Parle, adj. session, 2 days,..
Travel 14 miles
Aug. 14,15,16, to Fryeburg, pet. selectmen ami inhabitants, 3 days,.
Travel 82 miles
Aug. 10,11,12, to Oxford, pet. selectmen,
3 days
Travel 16 miles
to Parle, reg. session, 3 clays,
7,
5,6,
Sept.
Travel 14 miles,

July

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

is .1 metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost an
good as a daily, ami your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
brings it to your dour three times every week. ami
Fridays,
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays
and contains all the most important news cf The Daily

GOOD
AS

Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm ami have not
touch

time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

A
DAILY

Both Papers One Year (or $2,25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal «'anl t<> THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

i) 0(1
6 56
9 0(1
1 28
9 00
112

>141 28
EDWARD P. FAUNCE.
South Paris, September 7, l'JttS.
STATE OF MAINE.
COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
September 7, 1905.
Personally appeared the above named Randall
L. Tavlor, Edward P. Faunce, and Dean A.
Ballard and made oath that tbe above accounts
are just and
true. Before me,
CHARLES F. WHITMAN,
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.

by them made and subscribed

Having examined and audited the above
accounts, we allow the following sums :
To Randall L. Taylor
« 131 24
141 2f
To Edward P. Faunce
131 4<
Dean A. Hallard,
CHARLES P. BA RNES, Attorney for Maine,
for Oxford County.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk S. J. Court.
A true copy—attest :
CHARLES F. WHITM AN, Clerk S. J. Court.

To

sample

free

copy.

DECORATE.

Every inch a king. Black stallion, white ankles
hands, weighs 11(50 pounds, owned by
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Oxford, Me.
WM. J. WHEELER, South Paris, Me.
Mamiikino
King, "The Handsomest Hors·» in
Sired by Dark Devil, 2.0!), by
Jkwki. (Dam of Lord March, 2.11 1-2; Diamotui
the World." Dam Jbwei..
hind ankle
King, (p) 2.19 1-2; I'oint Dexter, 2.21 1-2;) Bay mare, larjje snip, right
Bred at Village Farm. Sired by Ai.mont Ju., l-i"·».
white. Foaled June 8, 1886.
Handsomest Stallion in Maine.

behind,

1(5

Record 2.26. Sire of Bell Hamlin. 2.12 3-4; Wardwell, 2.14 1-4; (ïlobe, 2.14 :i-4;
46 others
Orvid, (p) 2.15 1-4; Wardwoll, (p) 2.1(1 1-4; Architect, (p) 2.1(1 1-4; And
in 2.30.

DECORATE WILL STAND AT STABLE OF W. J.
TERMS : *25 TO WARRANT.

DIRECT.

COUNT

Foaled June 2.Ί,
Black colt, large stripe, front ankles white, bind legs white.
1902. Bred «it Village Farm.
Sihkd uv Direct IIai., 2.04 1-4.
by Mambrino King, 1279.
Dam, The Countess
Dam of Chline»l>rlno (4), 2.2S 1 4, elrc ol KlorMa
Oilmen (|>), -J.Κι 14, ami 2 otliere In J.W.
2.J0 1-4.

Lurrvtla, 2.211; Klulne,

Apply to

WHEEI.KR, SOITH

PARIS, MAINE.

House of S rooms, stable and two 3d dam, Mermaid,
Stater of l.a Oricaletta,
acres of land, fruit trees, etc.
All in

condition.

a

.......
2d dam, Toilet,
Dam of Rceliluary Lcnalcc.iJl 1-2; Ucyitcr l»oy,

For Sale.

good

you

by Almont, Jr.,
by Dictator,

2.29 3-4 : trranilam of
.'.2T 1-2; «lam of Almont

Dictator, elrc of 1.
WILL STAND AT W. J. WHEELER'S STABLE, SOUTH PARIS, MK.
|TERMS : $25 TO WARRANT. ALL MARES AT OWNERS' RISK.

F. A. TAYLOR,
Buckfield, Me.

U sing An Old Range
Is No Saving—You

Are Simply Wasting Coal&Burning upthe Price of aNew

Glenwood
"Makes Cooking Easy"

Your· Old

Ratipe.
l. W.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,

ta/zen irv JEx^oltciTtye^

SHAW, SUCKFIELD.

CASTORIA

For Infants and Children.

Thi Kind You Han Always Bought

Bears the

Signature
of

MASONIO BLOCK,
NORWAY.

Telephon· Connection.

PAR

Liver, stomach and bowel complaints, blood disorders, feverish-

and the Irritating and debilitating conditions
brought on by worms, are qnlckly relieved and permanently cured by
nervousness,

Dr. Tim's Elixir

a wonderful tonic and builder of
Make· weakly chilflash and muscle.
dren strong and robust For over 60
and
used
praised
by mothers
run
everywhere. M cents at all druggists.

It la

*V~

Writ· fer f r*«

:M "Ckllia< tt.lr

■

\

Dr. J. f. Tra·
a ('·.

Λ

M®

If you

now

1237 Farm Hunters answered ournewaI a per advertising during July.
If you want to g· t η quick, cash sale
•vrite today for our FHEK description
i.iianks, so that your farm may be brought
jo the attention of these Farm Buyers.
We require no advance payment
"Strout'e Bargain List" of big trmie»
mailed free.

E. A. STROIIT FARM AGENCY,
South Paris.

D. M.

FRENCH, Norway.

Album,

Fresh meats of all kinds constantly

AGENTS,
South

Corned beef and salt

Early

*.

Roofing

S. P-. MAXIM & SON,

on

pork a specialty.
Fresh fish arrives every Monday afterthe other way round, but it wasn't"
noon and Thursday morning.
"What is the trouble now?"
Strayed.
DATE JELLY.
Am shipping live stock every week,
"My daughter who plays the piano has
a
slit
with
Rinse a pint mold in boiling water
A
spring lamb, while,
a sore throat, and the one who sings has
and
and then in oold. Put a little lemon
paying full market price.
in the left ear, if found please notify
a sore finger."
jelly at the bottom and then arrange
reward.
receive
and
T. Ttiayer,
some halved and stoned date· in a patAre you lacking in strength and vigor?
Ε. B. CURTIS & CO.
tern after dipping them in jelly. Pour
MARKET SQUARE, SOUTH PARIS.
in
Do
weak?
Are
Are
you
I
you
pain?
you
over sufficient jelly to set the dates, and
then fill up the mold in layers of jelly 1 feel all run down? The blessings of health
use Hollla- 1
come
all
who
and
to
DaWHVi »"·* fiahfA
strength
and dates. Put in a oold place ontil set,
Riser·
and when read torn oat Into a glass ttr's Rocky Mountain Tea. 85 cent·. 7.
tL famnm itttia mIÊto
A. Shurtleff * Co.; Orin Stmu.
dish.—Sx.

satisfactory

—

hand.

said the irritable man who dislikes
music. "It might just as well have been

how

It will save you
and book on "Building Economy."
money. Don't tako a cheap imitation. Get the genuine—
roof
that
lasts.
A
the
complete rooting
kit in every roll.

THAYER'S

Meat Market.

Two Evils with no Compensation.—
"Luck never manages things just right,"

knew how good,

really is; if you only knew how easily it can be
put on and how long it lasts; if you only knew
what a good all-round roof it is, you would savo
money by using it for every building on tho place.
Weather proof, wear proof, contains no tar, slate color,
any one can lay it. Let us prove to you what the
genuine Paroid lîooling will do.
Send for Free Sample

ISO Nautu St, N.Y. Tremont Tempi·, BOSTON

Afent·.

only

durable,

Paroid

—

W. O. FROTHING HAM,

1829.

113.

WHITMAN,Clerk.

Ills of

dsss,

of

8 40

#STROCT
Childhoqd

thereon.
Attest .-CHARLES F.

Signature

ALWAYS

18 00

STATE OF MAIKE.

COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
Board of County Commissioners, September
session, 1905.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evldence having been received that the petitioners
arc responsible, and that Inquiry Into the merits
of their application Is expedient, It 18 Ordered,
that the County Commissioners meet at tho
house of Ormeby Warren In said Buckfleld, on
Thursday, October 19, 1905, at ten of the
clock, A. M„ and thence proceed to view the
route mentioned In said petition ; Immediately
after which view a hearing of the parties and
their witnesses will be had at some consuch
and
In the vicinity
venient place
In
the
taken
measures
premises
other
as the commissioners shall judge proper. And
It is further Ordered, that notice of the time,
place and purpose of the commissioners' meeting
aforesaid Le given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copies of
said petition, and of this order thereon, to be
served upon the clerk of the town of Buckfleld,
aforesaid, and also posted up in three public
places In said town, and published three weeks
successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newsat Paris, In said County of Oxpaper printed
ford, the flrst of said publications, and each
of the other notices, to be made, served and
posted, at least thirty days before said time of
meeting, to the end that all persons and corporations may then and there appear and shew cause,
If any they have, why the prayer of said petitioners should not be granted.
Αττκβτ .-CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said petition and order of court

CASTORIA

GENUINE

$131 24
L.TAYLOR.
South Paris, September 7,1905.

S/V4~

APPLE

Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea—The Mother's Friend.

RANDALL

COUNTY

a harmless

goric, Drops

1905.

and quarter enough apples
to form about a pound when stewed and
beaten to a puree. Beat to a cream two
ounces of butter and two tablespoonfule
of powdered sugar, stir in the well-beaten yolks of two eggs, two ounces of
bread crumbs and mix with the apple
puree. Lightly stir in the well-beaten
whites of the eggs and bake slowly in a
Very Dear to Him. "I hate to give up [SEAL.]
buttered pie dish until firm. Whip stiffly my old straw hat."
STATE OF MAINE.
some cream and mix it lightly with a
"But, of course, the best of friends COUNTY OF OXFORD, 88.
little apricot or other jam that has been must part."
of County Commissioners, September
passed through a sieve. Heap this
"Yes, but this is a peculiarly aggravat- Board
session, 1905.
mixture on the pudding and serve im- ed case."
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory evi"How so?"
dence having been received that the petitioners
mediately.
are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the meriu
"My old straw hat is all I possess."
APPLE CHARLOTTE.
of their application Is expedient,It 18 ORDERED,
that the County Commissioners meet at the house
Peel, core and slice two pounds of ap- FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE. of J. A. Sturtevant In said Paris, on Wednesday,
half
with
to
a
tbem
stew
and
18th day of Octol>er, 1305, at ten of the clock,
the
pulp,
ples
"I had kidney trouble so bad that ]
A.M., and thence proceed to view the route men
a pound of sugar, the rind of a lemon
J. J. Cox of Val- tloned In said petition; Immediately after which
not
could
work,"
says
and a little water. Line a pie dish or
a hearing of the parties and tnelr witnesses
View, Ky., "my feet were swollen to view be
mold with slices of bread and butter, ley
had at some convenient place In the
will
immense size and I was confined to mj
such other measures taken In the
putting the buttered side next the dish. bed and physicians were unable to give vicinity and
as the Commissioners shall judge proppremises
Half fill the dish with stewed apples,
le
further Okuekkd, that notice ol
it
And
er.
me any relief.
My doctor finally pre- the
then put in a layer of bread and butter,
time, place and purpose of the Commissioners'
which
Cure
scribed
Kidney
Foley's
f>e given to all persons and coraforesaid
meeting
fill up the dish with more apples. Cover
made a well man of me." F. A. Shurt- porations Interested, by causing attested copies
the top with slices of bread and butter
of this order thereon to be
and
said
of
petition
leff A Co.
and bake the pudding in a moderate
served upon the clerk of the town of Paris,
in
eald
aforesaid,
County, and also posted
hour.
one
about
oven for
Blocked. "I'm afraid my hay fever is
said town,
up in three public places In
the
coming on," said Kloseman, trying tc ami published three weeks successivelyatinParle
CIDER SPONGE.
a
Oxford
free
of
Democrat,
newspaper
printed
some medical advice
charge.
Take one ounce of gelatine and cover get
in said County of Oxford, the lirst of eald
feel
an
once in a while I
itching publications, and each of the other notices, to be
it with half a cupful of cold water and "Every
in my nose, and then I sneeze. What made, served and posted, at least thirty days besoak for half an hour, then dissolve it
fore eald time of meeting, to the end that all
doctor?"
like
case
do
in
a
that,
would you
Add one cupful of
and corporatlone may then and there
over boiling water.
"I feel pretty sure," replied Dr. Sharp, personsand show
cause, If any they have, why
until
melts.
it
appear
granulated sugar, stirring
I would eneeze, too."
"that
the
prayer of said petitioners should not be
Pour in three and a half cupfuls of cider
granted.
and one and a half teaspoonfuls of vaAttestCHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
A true copy of said Petition and Order of
nilla. Stand the mixture on ice and stir
Important to Mother·.
Court thereon.
occasionally until somewhat thickened. Examine carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
ATTEST:—CHAULES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
Beat the whites of four eggs stiff, add to
a aafe and rare remedy for Infanta and children,
the mixture and beat all together until it and see that it
To the Hon. Board of County Commlss'oners for
becomes very light and stiff enough to
the County of Oxford :
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of the town of
Bears the
retain ehape. Turn into a mold. Chill
ST*
Bucklleld,
respectfully represent that common
for several hours before using. Serve Signature of C
convenience and necessity require that an alter·
with soft custard or cream.
atlon be made In the highway leading from
30
Year·.
In Ute For Over
Buckfleld village to Paris Hill, as follows: Com·
APPLE SNOW.
The Kind You Bare Always Bought.
menclng at a point In the center of the highway
at
the foot of the hill near the dwelling houfe
This delicate dessert can be made at
of Ormeby Warren In said Buckfleld, thence
all seasons, but is especially welcome
most feasible route on the southerly side
the
by
A Letter from Europe. Mrs. Struckill of
said hill to a point In the center of the old
after a hearty dinner. Choose six good
writes that the most in- highway where the road leading by Webster
—Paw,
Emmy
sized tart apples. Peel and grate them,
terestin' thing she's see in the hull trip Maxim's Intersects the same.
Also to discontinue that part of tho old highadding three cupfuls of sugar and the is the
Shinx—says she just loves it.
to
whitee of three eggs, with lemon juice
way above named which lies between the pointe
write to named aa the beginning and end of eald new
Mr. Struckill—Well, you
as
white
until
taste. Beat all together
Emmy to buy it an' fetch it home with locationsnow, then stand on ice until very cold.
Buckfleld, Sept. 3,1905.
darn
to see one of them
her—like
H. F. IRISH,
little
) Selectmen
Serve in small glasses with a
of
ELLIS WHITMAN,}
myself.
things
is
an
it
cream
is
If the
cream.
whipped
) Buckfleld.
improvement.
DOCTORS COULD NOT HELP HER.

Peel,

substitute for Castor Oil, Pareand Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant, it
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Castoria is

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
AND ROAD BILLS.
September Term, 1905.
COUNTY OK OXFORD
To RANDALL L. TAYLOR, Dr.

The latest shade—When on
To EDWARD P. FAUNCE, Dr.
Ilis sanatic majes1005.
was an automobilist.
to
R. R. hearing, 2
Rumfonl
May 16,17,
cool. Cut some small rounds of eponge ty—Ah! Then please be kind enough to
ilavrt
t G110
To the Ποη. Board of County Commissioners
Β 92
cake. Arrange in a dish and place an caawl under the furnace and see what's
:
Travel
miles
74
Oxford
of
for the County
24 00
nuts the matter with the grate; it seems to
selectmen of the town of J une 5-12, to M axon and Lake trip, S days,
on
the
undersigned,
chopped
each;
sprinkle
We,
apple
44
honorable
218
miles
17
Travel
that
your
Set be klinked up.
Parle, respectfully represent
on the cake around the apples.
6 00
hoard having made In 1901 an alteration In the June 13,14, to Paris, a<lj. session, 2 days,
Then
to
112
Paris
Travel
14
miles
from
South
away in a cold place until wanted.
village
leading
CURED HEMORRHAGES OF THE highway

APPLE DUMPLINGS.

He Told Her Why. Peck em.—I hav< 1
been asked to join the "Married Men'i
Club," my dear.
Mrs. Peckem—Indeed! And what dc
married men want a club for, pray?

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

A

D

apples.

ful of any light-colored jelly.
nuts may be used, if desired.

Χ
A
I

Β

^^(ook irujR&ncjes

Y

A
Ο

TA

/rgwford

good cooking apples,

some

re-

moving the cores. Stew gently in red
This puzzle, adaptai from St. Nicho eyrup, (allow eight ounces of sugar to a
color red with strong
las, differs from tlie ordinary numer- pint of water and
currant juice) until they are tender.
ical enigma in that the words formi-n
Place them on a dish and allow to get
It are pictured instead of described.
cool. Add a little gelatine, about two
been
have
When the eight objects
tablespoonfule to half a pint of the syrup
rightly guessed and the letters set in which the apples were cooked. When
down in the order given the thirty-six the apples are cold, glaze them with it
and till the hollow in the middle of
letters will form a proverb.
each with whipped cream. The remainder of the syrup should be boiled up and
Ho. ïie.-('h«iade.
«trained around the dish containing the
In double form my fiust Is found

Such cocoa as Lowney's, if
made abroad and duties paid,
would cost double the Lowney

Grade Portrait Work

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

ITALIAN APPLES.

A precious stone carved in relief.
Prince of Denmark.

not

adulterants.
It consists of nothing but
choicest cocoa beans
the
ground to Hour fineness.
The result is the most delicious, purest and finest fla-

Mats, Mirrors

m

blacker
Some
but
chemically
—

Lowney's

and Pictures,

Nichols St..

equals Lowney's

colored
inferior in real strength.

Picture Frames

High

them.

heavy piece of timber, ti. To instruct.
7. A collection of wild beasts. 8. A
naval officer of the highest rauk. 9, A
Biblical word meaning a master. 10

are

—

&.

and cook a few minutes longer. Allow
it to cool slightly then add half a pint of
any kind of fruit pulp. Mix thoroughly
and pour into little molds. When served turn out carefully on a dish. Top
them with chocolate icing put on in
fancy shapes and pour fruit juice around

I—

said: "They immediately jumped into the river after the little one while
the women stood on the bank with their
clothes on."
A Nebraska Woodman writes: "It is
with regret that I report to you for the
first time the death of John Jones,"
while a prominent Woodman state
deputy, who knows better, says: "It is
with sadness I again report the death
"
of Neighbor 'Browne.'
Upon the death of an Illinois Woodman of exemplary character, the clerk of
his camp feelingly pays this touching
tribute: "He bad no habits whatever."
a

PUDDINGS.

FRUIT

LITTLE

Grateful Praise

Al) Animal Story Por
Little FolKs

and has
into two year ago

Dissolve two heaping tablespoonfuls of
Take a litcorn starch in a little milk.
tle less than one pint of milk and three
tableepoonfuls of sugar and heat, when
it comes to the boiling point add the
cornstarch. Stir until it begins to thicken then beat in the whites of three eggs

Xo. 24(1.—Double AcroKtlc.
Primais spell the name of a well
known novel. Fiuais spell the pseudo
nym of the author.
Crosswords: 1. The surname of thi
hero of one of Sir Walter Scott's nov
ek>. 2. To obstruct. 3. The foundress
5. A
4. Misfortune.
of Carthage.

will be at Elm House, Norway,
Tuesday, Aug. let, and ist Tuesday
Office
of each following month.

Pour

jelly.

with

from the madd'ning crowd"
WHOLE
Exists for beauty only:
It shuns the city's crowded ways
And springs In hamlets lonely.

Tenney,

ingredients.

work eince his remains were
molds one smaller than the other. When good day's
back here for burial."
brought
smaller
the
of
served put the contents
A Missouri Woodman, in reporting the
Decorate
mold on top of the other.
accidental drowning of two members of
with mounds of whipped cream topped
the society, while attempting to rescue
off
a bit of

"Far

Oculist,
:3ο

the other

My second ft-uive In romance.
In ballad p^d In story:
Has lain above the lover's heart
And grasped the eword of glory.

CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and Geieral Manager, Boston, Mass.

ίο

15-3-07-29

Great, good mi J true; small. shy und false.
Solve, if you can. this mystery.

steamers

hours,

344.—Nomertcal tnltma.

No.

Zô-Mi-SS-Ιδ

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outside work, send In your or 1ère. Pine Lum
«er and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

portla.no and boston line.

Dr. Austin

of a flower as numbered.
1.AVER Ν BE. 2.TELOHE4.
Ρ I It O. 3. BEOTRUES.
LIt Ε Ε Ν G A M I R Ο U S. δ. Τ I
Ο Ε V.

Builders' Finish !

by F. A. Shurtleff à Co.

J. F. LISC0MB, Agent,
Wharf, Portland, Me.

243.—Floral I'uilr.
With the letters given spell the name
No.

1

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Site or Style at reasonable prices.

Superb

read.
Have you heard the news? Miss Durant eloped last night.
Was the pan there as I said?

ever

tired and
The kidworn out.
*.·
ney secretions were
-SÎN'ÎVV-.l!». ^ irregular and deposited a heavy sediDoctors treated me for rheument.
matism, but failed to help me. I lost
all confidence in medicine, but Doan's
Kidney Pills relieved me so quickly
and so thoroughly that I gladly made a
statement lo that effect for publication.
This was in 1SUS, and during the six
years which have elapsed I have never
known Doan's Kidney Pills to fail."

LCDeWitt^

new

We fouud Eli on board tbe train.
Where la Ella? Mamma wants ber.
Ob. wasn't that romantic? Amelia
she
says she thinks it Is tbe best story

Address Foster-Milthe United States.
bnrn Co.. Buffalo, Ν. Y. For sale by
all druggists; price, GO cents per box.

DtmiM*

Sold

ting about and

Χ ο. 242^HIMea Animal·.

Old Abe arrived In «Milwaukee yesterday.

Λ FIîIJE TIîIAL of this great kidney
medicine which cured Mr. Bierbach will
lie mailed on application to any part of

ttehlnt erdProtnwtriP'-ee. AleoCuU.
Bum·. Briiaei. Strain*. Lacera*»·.
Conrujion·. Boil*. Carbuncle·. Eoem*.
Tetter. Sait R heure. and «11 other Skin

rurius

â

IPC?

loins and limbs that
I could not stoop
or
straighten up
without great pain,
had difficulty in get-

Bullet Hole Bible*.
In the carlo dealer's private office lav
a half dozen shabby pocket Bibles, each
Oornapondence on topic· of Internet to the ladle· pierced two-thirds through with a round
la solicited. Addre··: Idltor Houbudu1
hole, like a bullet hole.
GO un», Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Mala».
"They are ballet holes," said the
dealer. "I know they are, because I
A Few Deaeerte.
made them myself."
He gave a loud laugh.
Apples which are now being gathered
deliof
most
a
multitude
with
"A good many of my rich patrons,"
furnish us
cious and healthful dishes. The follow- he said, "like to have among their heirlooms Bibles that have saved some
ing recipes may be found useful.
soldier ancestor's life."
KICK WITH FRUIT.
He winked.
Boil some well-washed rice in salted
"If you are a Son of the Bevolution,"
water for ten minutes. Drain off the
he said, "what a nice thing it is to take
water and pour on a quart of milk, adddown one of these perforated Bibles from
ing vanilla extract. Let the rice simmer a shelf in the library and hand it to your
the
until it has absorbed about half of
milk. Add about a large tablespoonful guest, saying: saved the life of
"This Bible
my maof gelatine which has been soaked a few
ternal sixty-third cousin, Col. Adoniram
Alwater.
cold
little
in
a
minutes
very
in the night attack upon the
low the rice to become cool and then add McGill, led
by Oen. Jones at Bear Creek
Pour this into British,
a gill of whipped cream.
on the Sd day of August, and so forth,
a mold and set on ice to become firm.
and so on."
When it is to be used turn out on a glass
"Fes," said the dealer, "I sell a good
dish and decorate the top with canned
many of these Bibles to people with ancherries, plums or any fruit desired.
cestors. To own such things is one of
BANANA BLANC-MANGE.
the fads and fancies of the smart set."
Rub two ounces of corn starch to a
Too much care cannot be exercised in
smooth paste with a little cold milk.
This fact is
emphaBoil one quart of rich milk with two correspondence.received at recent intersized by letters
ounces of sugar and a teaspoonful of vavals by the head office of the Modern
nilla extract; when it comes to a boil
Woodmen society, located at Rock Isadd the cornstarch stirring constantly.
land, 111.
Beat up the yolks of two eggs and add
A Kansas Woodman clerk, in reportto the boiling mixture, continuing the
a death, writes : "This neighbor being
stirring for about six minutes. Peel two came afflicted with rhumaticks about one
with
bananas, cut in thin slices and mix
not been able to do a

HOMEMAKEES' COLUMN.

Parie,

CASTORIA fir Infants and Children.

to ΙΜΪιι lino Atari Boofkt

Maine.
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